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Part 1 

Roles of the clip domains of two protease zymogens in the 

coagulation cascade in horseshoe crabs 
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Abbreviations 

 

LPS, lipopolysaccharide 

proC, prochelicerase C 

proB, prochelicerase B 

proCE, the proclotting enzyme 

CE, the clotting enzyme 

GnTI−, lacking N-acetylglucosaminyltransferase I 

Boc, butoxycarbonyl 

MCA, 4-methylcoumaryl-7-amide 

SPR, surface plasmon resonance 

Hd-PPAF-II, Holotrichia diomphalia prophenoloxidase-activating factor II 

Dm-grass, Drosophila melanogaster grass zymogen 

Ms-PAP2, Manduca sexta prophenoloxidase activating proteainase-2 

SE, standard errors. 
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Abstract 

 

The lipopolysaccharide (LPS)-triggered coagulation cascade in horseshoe crabs comprises three 

protease zymogens, prochelicerase C (proC), prochelicerase B (proB), and the proclotting enzyme 

(proCE). The presence of LPS results in autocatalytic activation of proC to α-chelicerase C, which, in 

turn, activates proB to chelicerase B, converting proCE to the clotting enzyme (CE). ProB and proCE 

contain an N-terminal clip domain, but the roles of these domains in this coagulation cascade remain 

unknown. Here, using recombinant proteins and kinetics and binding assays, we found that five basic 

residues in the clip domain of proB are required to maintain its LPS-binding activity and activation by 

α-chelicerase C. Moreover, an amino acid substitution at a potential hydrophobic cavity in proB’s clip 

domain (V55A-proB) reduced both its LPS-binding activity and activation rate. WT proCE exhibited 

no LPS-binding activity, and the WT chelicerase B–mediated activation of a proCE variant with a 

substitution at a potential hydrophobic cavity (V53A-proCE) was approximately 4-fold slower than 

that of WT proCE. The kcat/Km value of the interaction of WT chelicerase B with V53A-proCE was 7-

fold lower than that of the WT chelicerase B-WT proCE interaction. The enzymatic activities of V55A-

chelicerase B and V53A-CE against specific peptide substrates were indistinguishable from those of 

the corresponding WT proteases. In conclusion, the clip domain of proB recruits it to a reaction center 

composed of α-chelicerase C and LPS, where α-chelicerase C is ready to activate proB, leading to 

chelicerase B–mediated activation of proCE via its clip domain. 
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Introduction 

 

The horseshoe crab hemolymph contains granular hemocytes, which respond selectively to 

lipopolysaccharide (LPS) of Gram-negative bacteria by secreting serine protease zymogens to 

initiate a proteolytic coagulation cascade (1-4). We previously proposed new terms for protease 

zymogens in the horseshoe crab coagulation cascade—prochelicerase C, prochelicerase B, and 

prochelicerase G—for factor C, factor B, and factor G, respectively, each of which is activated 

into the corresponding chelicerase (5). The LPS-triggered horseshoe crab coagulation cascade 

consists of prochelicerase C (proC), prochelicerase B (proB), and the proclotting enzyme (proCE), 

all of which belong to the trypsin family.  

A classical model for the proteolytic activation of serine protease zymogens has been 

established for trypsinogen and chymotrypsinogen; both zymogens are activated by proteolytic 

cleavage of the Arg15–Ile16 bond in chymotrypsinogen numbering, followed by an insertion of the 

newly appearing N-terminal Ile16 into the activation pocket, the Ile16 cleft, to form a salt bridge 

between the α-amino group of Ile16 and the side chain of Asp194, which triggers conformational 

changes of the substrate binding site and the oxyanion hole required for catalysis (6, 7). On the 

other hand, studies on autocatalytic activation of two thrombin precursors, prethrombin-2 and 

prothrombin, have been carried out (8,9). The Arg15–Ile16 bond of prothrombin-2, the immediate 

precursor of thrombin, is proteolytically cleaved by coagulation factors Xa under physiological 

conditions, whereas a triple mutant of prethrombin-2 with the E14eA/D14lA/E18A replacements 

reduces the level of electrostatic interactions between Arg15 and these residues, which promotes 

autocatalytic activation of the mutant to the mature enzyme spontaneously without the need for 

the activation by coagulation factor Xa. 
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The autocatalytic cleavage of proC in the presence of LPS occurs within the Phe737–

Ile738 bond, which corresponds to the Arg15–Ile16 bond, to produce an active protease α-chelicerae 

C (3, 4, 10). In the absence of LPS, proC is artificially activated by chymotrypsin through 

cleavage of the Phe737–Ile738 bond with an additional proteolytic cleavage of the Tyr40–Cys41 bond, 

resulting in its conversion into β-chelicerase C with amidase activity against a specific peptide 

substrate (11). However, β-chelicerase C possesses neither the LPS-binding activity nor the proB-

activating activity (11). 

The autocatalytic cleavage of proC occurs intermolecularly between proC* (an active 

transition state) molecules in the presence of LPS (5), and the N-terminal Arg1 residue of proC is 

essential for autocatalytic activation (12). The active transition state proC* does not exhibit 

intrinsic chymotryptic activity against the Phe737–Ile738 bond, but it may recognize a three-

dimensional structure around the cleavage site (5). The resulting α-chelicerase C activates proB 

to chelicerase B through proteolytic cleavage of the Ile124–Ile125 bond (13), and then chelicerase 

B converts proCE to the clotting enzyme (CE) through cleavage of the Arg98–Ile99 bond (14) (Fig. 

1). An LPS-binding site of proC is located in a tripeptide sequence (Arg36–Trp37–Arg38) in the N-

terminal cysteine-rich domain with a dissociation constant of (Kd) = 7.6 × 10-10 M (15). 

Instead of the N-terminal cysteine-rich domain in proC, proB and proCE contain an N-

terminal clip domain (13, 14). The clip domain was first identified in proCE (14); later, clip-

domain-containing proteases or protease homologs were identified in arthropods, such as those 

involved in dorsal-ventral polarity in Drosophila and the proteolytic cascades of 

prophenoloxidase in insects (16-22). These clip domains are characterized by six strictly 

conserved cysteine residues that form three disulfide bridges (14). The clip-domain-containing 

proteases are proteolytically activated by their specific upstream proteases, and the clip and 

catalytic domains of the resulting active forms remain to be covalently linked by a disulfide bond 
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(14). However, roles of the clip domains of proB and proCE in the coagulation cascade remain 

unknown. Interestingly, proB binds to LPS and a mutant proB without the clip domain (Δclip-

proB) decreases its LPS-binding activity and exhibits lower activation rate by α-chelicerase C 

than WT proB (11). 

In this study, to examine the roles of the clip domains of proB and proCE, we prepared 

several variants of proB and proCE with mutants in the clip domains, and compared the LPS-

binding activity and the activation rate of each of the mutants with those of the WT zymogens. 

On the other hand, a reagent prepared from hemocyte lysates of horseshoe crabs has been used 

for the “Limulus test”, a sensitivity test to detect LPS (23, 24). Here we prepared a WT proCE to 

apply a functional recombinant zymogen to a next-generation Limulus test. 
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Results 

 

The proteolytic activation of proB was quantified by Western blotting  

The WT proB, prepared in an HEK293S cell line lacking N-acetylglucosaminyltransferase I 

(GnTI−), contains two types of zymogen; the single-chain form and the two-chain form, consisting 

of the H and L chains formed through cleavage at site 1 by an unknown protease (Fig. 1). The 

activation rate of both types of proB by α-chelicerase C is followed by appearance of the B chain 

through the cleavage at site 2 by Western blotting using an anti-B chain antibody (11). 

To confirm whether the cleavage reaction at site 2 for the proteolytic activation was 

quantified by Western blotting, WT proB at varying concentrations was incubated with α-

chelicerase C in the presence of LPS at [E]/[S] = 1/200 for 30 min at 37°C and subjected to 

Western blotting. Site 2 of WT proB was cleaved and the resulting B chain was detected (Fig. 

2A). The relative band density was in direct proportion to the concentration of WT proB at least 

in the density range between 25 and 100 nM (Fig. 2B). After 30-min of incubation, WT proB at 

every concentration was cleaved ~35% under the conditions used (Fig. 2C). 

 

Basic residues in the clip domain of proB are required to maintain the activation rate by α-

chelicerase C 

Studies on LPS-binding proteins, such as proC (14), horseshoe crab anti-LPS factor (25), human 

MD2 (26, 27), and mammalian caspase-4/5/11 (28) demonstrated that specific basic residues in 

their amino acid sequences are required for the interaction with LPS. The clip domain of proB 

contains five basic residues (Arg17, Lys21, Lys25, Lys38, and Arg50). To determine whether the basic 

residues in the clip domain of proB are involved in the interaction with LPS, substitution mutants 
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were prepared by replacing each of these basic residues with a glutamic acid, R17E-proB, K21E-

proB, K25E-proB, K38E-proB, and R50E-proB.  

Each of these substitution mutants was incubated with WT α-chelicerase C in the 

presence of LPS and subjected to Western blotting (Fig. 3A). All of the mutants, especially K21E-

proB, K25E-proB, and K38E-proB, exhibited slower activation rates by α-chelicerase C at the 

initial reaction phase around ~2-min incubation than WT proB (Fig. 3A and 3B). To confirm the 

reduction of the activation rates of K21E-proB, K25E-proB, and K38E-proB by Western blotting, 

the expression time-course of the amidase activity was monitored using a fluorogenic peptide 

substrate for chelicerase B, butoxycarbonyl (Boc)-L-T-R-4-methylcoumaryl-7-amide (MCA). 

The amidase activities of the three mutants were expressed more slowly than that that of WT proB 

(Fig. 3C). These findings indicate that the basic residues in the clip domain of proB play important 

roles to maintain the activation rate by α-chelicerase C. 

 

The basic residues in the Clip domain of proB are required to maintain the LPS-binding activity 

of proB 

To determine the LPS-binding activity of these mutants of proB, the LPS-binding parameters were 

determined by surface plasmon resonance (SPR) analysis. As a positive control, WT proB 

exhibited an LPS-binding activity with a dissociation constant of Kd = 1.2 × 10-9 M (kass = 6.0 × 

105 M-1s-1 and kdiss = 7.6 × 10-3 s-1), comparable to the reported value of Kd = 3.5 × 10-9 M (11). 

However, the binding parameters of the five point mutants of proB could not be determined by 

SRP analysis because of their lower affinity to LPS coated on the sensor tip. These findings 

indicate that the basic residues in the clip domain of proB play an important role in maintaining 

the LPS-binding activity. 
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Determination of kinetic parameters for the activated forms of K21E-proB, K25E-proB, and 

K38E-proB against the peptide substrate Boc-L-T-R-MCA 

K21E-proB, K25E-proB, and K38E-proB, were fully converted into the active forms, which 

required 6-h incubation at 37°C with WT α-chelicerase C in the presence of LPS, and the kinetic 

parameters were determined using the specific fluorogenic substrate, Boc-L-T-R-MCA. A 

preliminary experiment using WT chelicerase B showed a very large Km value (~200 μM). 

Therefore, only kcat /Km values were determined under the conditions of [S] < Km at the enzyme 

concentration of 10 nM, as described in the section Experimental Procedures. 

The kcat/Km values of these activated mutants were equivalent to that of WT chelicerase 

B (Table 1), indicating that the substitutions of Lys21, Lys25, and Lys38 with Glu did not affect the 

amidase activities against the peptide substrate.  

 

A potential hydrophobic cavity in the clip domain of proB is required to maintain the activation 

rate by α-chelicerase C and the LPS-binding activity of proB 

Crystal structural analyses of the clip domains in insects were reported for prophenoloxidase-

activating factor II (Hd-PPAF-II) of the beetle Holotrichia diomphalia (29), grass protease 

zymogen (Dm-grass) of the fly Drosophila melanogaster (30), and prophenoloxidase activating 

proteainase-2 (Ms-PAP2) of the moth Manduca sexta (31). These analyses revealed a unique 

hydrophobic cavity in the clip domains, comprising several conserved hydrophobic amino acids 

(dots in Fig. 4A). 

The hydrophobic cavity of Hd-PPAF-II is very important for recognizing prophenoloxidase, 

because an Hd-PPAF-II mutant with a substitution of V111A causes a deficiency of the cofactor 

activity needed for the proteolytic activation of prophenoloxidase (29). Therefore, we prepared a 

substitution mutant in the clip domain of proB (V55A-proB), which corresponds to the Val111 
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residue of Hd-PPAF-II (Fig. 4A). Based on the sequence similarity, the locations of V-55 and the 

five basic residues in the clip domain of proB were superimposed in the crystal structure of the 

clip domain of Hd-PPAF-II (Fig. 4B). 

The activation of V55A-proB by WT α-chelicerase C in the presence of LPS was monitored by 

both Western blotting and the expression time course of the amidase activity. Western blotting 

indicated that the relative band intensity of the B chain for V55A-proB at 5-min incubation was 

4-fold lower than that for WT proB (Fig. 5, A and B). The expression of the amidase activity for 

V55A-proB at 5-min incubation was 6-fold lower than that for WT proB (Fig. 5C). 

V55A-proB was fully converted into V55A-chelicerase B by 6-h incubation with WT 

α-chelicerase C in the presence of LPS. The kcat/Km value of V55A-chelicerase B against Boc-L-

T-R-MCA was equivalent to that of WT chelicerase B, suggesting that the potential hydrophobic 

cavity of proB does not affect the amidase activity (Table 1). 

Interestingly, V55A-proB exhibited no binding activity against the LPS-coated tip of the 

SRP sensor, indicating that the potential hydrophobic cavity plays a role in maintaining the LPS-

binding activity of proB. 

 

Preparation of WT proCE and the LPS-binding assay of WT proCE by SPR analysis  

ProCE is another clip-domain-containing zymogen in the coagulation cascade. Native proCE 

purified from horseshoe crab hemocytes is a single-chain glycoprotein with an apparent molecular 

mass of 54 kDa on SDS-PAGE (14, 32). In the present study, WT proCE was prepared in the 

HEK293S GnTI− cells, which produces recombinants with a restricted and homogeneous N-

glycan of Man5GlcNAc2 (33). The prepared WT proCE had a single band with an apparent 

molecular mass of 48 kDa on SDS-PAGE (Fig. 6A).  
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WT proCE had no significant affinity against the LPS-coated tip of the SPR sensor, 

indicating that the clip domain of proCE has no LPS-binding activity. The LPS-dependent 

autocatalytic activation of proC is inhibited by Triton X-100 above the critical micelle 

concentration at 0.24 mM (12). To examine the effect of Triton X-100 on the activation of proCE 

by chelicerase B in the presence of LPS, Triton X-100 was added to the reaction mixture of WT 

proCE (50 nM) and WT chelicerase B (1.3 nM) in the presence of LPS (10 nM). Triton X-100 at 

0.8 mM did not inhibit the activation of WT proCE under the conditions used, suggesting that 

LPS is not a requirement for the proteolytic activation of proCE by chelicerase B. 

 

The potential hydrophobic cavity in the clip domain of proCE is required to maintain the 

activation rate by chelicerase B 

WT proCE was incubated at 37°C with WT chelicerase B at [E]/[S] = 1/17, and the time course 

of the proteolytic conversion of proCE to CE was evaluated by the appearance of the H chain on 

Western blotting using anti-H-chain antibody. WT proCE was almost fully converted to WT CE 

by 15-min incubation under the conditions used (Fig. 6B, left panel). To examine whether the clip 

domain of proCE plays an important role in the activation by chelicerase B, we prepared a deletion 

mutant of the clip domain, Δclip-proCE. The relative band intensity of H chain for Δclip-proCE 

at 5-min incubation was 3-fold lower than that for WT proCE (Fig. 6B, middle panel and Fig. 6C). 

To confirm the reduction of the activation rate of Δclip-proCE by WT chelicerase B, the 

expression time-course of the amidase activity was monitored using a specific peptide substrate, 

Boc-L-G-R-MCA, indicating that the activation rate of Δclip-proCE was approximately 7-fold 

slower than that of WT proCE (Fig. 6D). 

We prepared a substitution mutant of V53A in the clip domain of proCE (V53A-proCE), 

which corresponds to Val55 of proB, the component of the potential hydrophobic cavity. The time 
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course of the conversion of V53A-proCE to V53A-CE was also evaluated by both Western 

blotting (Fig. 6B, right panel and Fig. 6C) and the amidase activity against the specific peptide 

substrate (Fig. 6D). Based on the expression of amidase activity for the resulting V53A-CE, the 

proteolytic conversion rate observed for V53A-proCE was approximately 4-fold slower than that 

observed for WT proCE (Fig. 6D), indicating that the potential hydrophobic cavity of proCE is 

required to maintain the activation rate by chelicerase B. 

 

Determination of kinetic parameters for WT CE, Δclip-CE, and V53A-CE against the peptide 

substrate Boc-L-G-R-MCA 

WT proCE was fully converted into WT CE by 1-h incubation with WT chelicerase B. On the 

other hand, Δclip-proCE and V53A-proCE were fully converted into the activated forms by 2-h 

incubation with WT chelicerase B. The kinetic parameters were determined using Boc-L-G-R-

MCA. A preliminary experiment showed that the Km value of WT CE was ~50 μM, and therefore, 

the substrate concentrations between 6.25 μM and 100 μM were used at the enzyme concentration 

of 50 pM. The Km and kcat values of Δclip-CE and V53A-CE were comparable to those of WT CE 

(Table 1). These results indicate that the clip domain of CE has no effect on the amidase activity 

against the peptide substrate. 

It is noteworthy that the amidase activity of WT CE against the fluorogenic substrate 

was higher than those of other proteases in the horseshoe crab coagulation cascade; the kcat/Km 

value of WT CE was approximately 10-fold and 700-fold higher than those of WT α-chelicerase 

C (12) and WT chelicerase B (Table 1) against their specific synthetic substrates, respectively.  
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Determination of kinetic parameters for WT chelicerase B against two protein substrates, WT 

proCE and V53A-proCE 

The kinetic parameters for WT chelicerase B were determined against WT proCE and V53A-

proCE, as described in the section Experimental Procedures. The Km value of WT chelicerase B 

against V53A-proCE was 1.8-fold higher than that against WT proCE, and the kcat value of WT 

chelicerase B against V53A-proCE was 4-fold lower than that against WT proCE (Table 2). 

Consequently, a 7-fold decrease was calculated in the kcat/Km value against V53A-proCE, 

compared to that against WT proCE. These results indicate that the clip domain of proCE is 

important to enhance the ES complex formation and to increase the catalytic turnover number of 

chelicerase B. 
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Discussion 

 

The LPS-binding site in the N-terminal cysteine-rich region of proC contains the tripeptide 

sequence with an aromatic residue immediately flanked by two basic residues (Arg36–Trp37–

Arg38) (15), and this motif appears in other LPS-binding proteins, such as human bactericidal 

permeability-increasing protein (34) and Limulus anti-LPS factor (25, 35). The substitution 

mutants R36E/R38E-proC and W37A-proC, result in the loss of LPS-binding activity of proC 

(15). Therefore, in the LPS-binding model of proC, the basic side chains of Arg36 and Arg38 

interact with the phosphates in the lipid A portion of LPS, and the hydrophobic side chain of Trp37 

stacks a hydrophobic surface of the pyranose ring of the glucosamine in the lipid A molecule 

through the π-π interaction (15). 

The substitution mutants at the five basic residues and the Val55 residue in the clip 

domain of proB caused the loss of the LPS-binding activity, as assessed by SPR analysis. The 

basic residues, such as Lys21, Lys25 and Arg50, were estimated to be three-dimensionally located 

on either side of the hydrophobic Val55 residue (Fig. 4B). Therefore, the clip domain of proB may 

have a similar structural strategy to bind to the lipid A molecule of LPS. However, in this study, 

each of the five basic residues of proB—i.e., Arg17, Lys21, Lys25, Lys38, and Arg50—was replaced 

to the Glu residue, resulting in the opposite charge at the substitution site, which may have had 

different effects on the functional activities, compared to the Ala replacement. 

Based on SPR analysis, WT proCE exhibited no LPS-binding activity. Interestingly, 

three of the five basic residues required for LPS-binding in proB, Lys21, Lys38 and Arg50, are 

replaced to Glu18, Asn37, and Gly48, respectively, in proCE (Fig. 4A). These substitutions possibly 

reflect a characteristic of the clip domain of proCE with no LPS-binding activity. V55A-proB 
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resulted in a reduction of the activation rate by α-chelicerase C (Fig. 5, A and B), and V53A-

proCE also reduced the activation rate by chelicerase B, compared to that of the WT proCE (Fig. 

6). Moreover, the kcat/Km value of WT chelicerase B against V53A-proCE was 7-fold lower than 

that against WT proCE (Table 2). These findings suggest that the potential hydrophobic cavity of 

the clip domain of proB or proCE functions in proteolytic activation by the corresponding 

upstream protease in the coagulation cascade, possibly by enhancing the formation of a favorable 

ES complex between α-chelicerase C and proB or between chelicerase B and proCE and also by 

increasing the catalytic turnover numbers of α-chelicerase C and chelicerase B. The clip domain 

of the protease zymogen Hd-PPAF-I is also reported to have an essential role in its rapid activation 

(29). 

The kinetic parameters of the amidase activity of the activated mutants, including K21E-

chelicerase B, K25E-chelicerase B, K38E-chelicerase B, V55A-chelicerase B, V53A-CE, and 

Δclip-CE, were equivalent to those of the corresponding WT enzymes (Table 1), indicating that 

the clip domains of chelicerase B and CE do not affect their catalytic efficiency against the peptide 

substrates.  

Fig. 7 shows a proposed model for the roles of the clip domains of proB and proCE in 

the coagulation cascade. ProC forms a homo-oligomer in the presence of LPS (15), and the N-

terminal Arg and the distance between the N terminus and the tripeptide motif are essential 

elements for the oligomer formation (12). The resulting oligomer of proC is converted into the 

active transition state of proC*, leading to autocatalytic conversion into α-chelicerase C (5). ProB 

is recruited to a reaction center composed of α-chelicerase C and LPS through the clip domain of 

proB to produce chelicerase B. Then, the potential hydrophobic cavity in the clip domain of proCE 

accelerates the ES complex formation between chelicerase B and proCE to produce CE, thereby 

promoting hemolymph coagulation. Therefore, the clip domains of proB and proCE play essential 
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roles in the zymogen-LPS or the protease-substrate interaction to control the activation of the 

coagulation cascade in response to infection by Gram-negative bacteria at local sites of injury. 

WT proC (12) and proB (11) expressed in the HEK293S GnTI− cells exhibit procoagulant 

activities equivalent to those of native proC and proB. In the present study, we prepared WT 

proCE expressed in the same cell line. WT proCE was fully converted into the active form by WT 

chelicerase B (Fig. 6). The kinetic parameters of the resulting WT CE against the specific peptide 

substrate demonstrated an extremely high amidase activity compared to those of WT α-

chelicerase C and WT chelicerase B (Table 1). We conclude that WT proCE with high 

procoagulant activity was successfully prepared.  

Therefore, the three recombinant protease zymogens in the LPS-triggered coagulation 

cascade, consisting of proC, proB, and proCE, could be applied to a next generation of the Limulus 

test to contribute to the development of sensitive and convenient assays for the detection of LPS 

for a variety of biomedical uses. These recombinant coagulation factors will also help to reduce 

the use of native ones prepared from hemocytes of the endangered horseshoe crabs. 
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Experimental procedures 

 

Materials 

HEK293S GnTI− cells were obtained from ATCC. LPS derived from Salmonella Minnesota R595 

(Re) was purchased from List Biological Laboratories, Inc. (Campbell, CA) and used for proB 

and proCE activation assays. An average molecular weight of 2,500 for R595 (Re) LPS was used 

for determination of the molar concentration. Biotinylated LPS derived from Escherichia coli 

O111:B4 was purchased from InvivoGen (San Diego, CA) and used in the SPR analysis for the 

determination of binding parameters. Peptide substrates were purchased from Peptide Institute, 

Inc. (Osaka, Japan). 

 

Cloning and mutagenesis of proB and proCE 

Full-length DNA fragments of proB and proCE derived from the horseshoe crab Tachypleus 

tridentatus were subcloned into vector pCA7 (13, 36, 37), and a sequence derived from pHLsec 

was used as a secretion signal sequence (38). A His-tag was added to the C-terminal end of proB 

by site-directed mutagenesis using inverse PCR. A His-tag and a cleavage site of PreScission 

protease were added to the N-terminal end of proCE by site-directed mutagenesis using inverse 

PCR. To prepare Δclip-proCE, the full-length proCE contained the cleavage site for PreScission 

protease between the clip domain and linker region (the Pro56–Lys57 bond). 

 

Expression and purification of recombinant proteins 

Recombinant proteins of proC, proB, proCE, proB mutants, and proCE mutants were expressed 

and purified as described previously (11). In brief, culture media containing recombinant proteins 
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were mixed with 0.1 volumes of 0.5 M NaH2PO4-NaOH, pH 8.0, containing 1.5 M NaCl and 0.1 

M imidazole, and applied to a Ni-NTA-agarose column (1.0 × 10 cm). The column was washed 

with 50 mM NaH2PO4-NaOH, pH 8.0, containing 150 mM NaCl and 10 mM imidazole, and the 

recombinant proteins were eluted with 20 mM Tris-HCl, pH 8.0, containing 150 mM NaCl and 

50-200 mM imidazole. The N-terminal region containing the His-tag and the clip domain of 

proCE was cut off by PreScission protease. The resulting samples were exchanged with 20 mM 

Tris-HCl, pH 8.0, containing 150 mM NaCl. The concentrations of recombinant proteins were 

determined using a Micro BCA™ protein assay kit (Thermo Scientific). 

 

Activation of WT proB and proB mutants 

WT proC (200 nM) was autocatalytically activated in the presence of LPS (8.0 μM) for 30 min at 

37°C. The resulting WT α-chelicerase C was diluted with 20 mM Tris-HCl, pH 8.0, containing 

150 mM and NaCl. WT proB and proB mutants (100 ~ 150 nM) were activated by WT α-

chelicerase C (1.0 ~ 1.5 nM) in 20 mM Tris-HCl, pH 8.0, containing 150 mM NaCl at 37°C in 

the presence of LPS (40 ~ 60 nM). The amidase activities of aliquots at the indicated times were 

determined by incubation with 0.4 mM Boc-L-T-R-MCA for 5 min at 37°C, and 10% acetic acid 

was added to terminate the reaction. The rate of substrate hydrolysis was measured 

fluorometrically with excitation at 380 nm and emission at 440 nm (39). 

 

Activation of WT proCE and proCE mutants 

WT proB (6.0 nM) was activated by WT α-chelicerase C (0.3 nM) in 20 mM Tris-HCl, pH 8.0, 

containing 150 mM NaCl for 15 min at 37°C in the presence of LPS (12 nM). The resulting WT 

chelicerase B (3.0 nM) was incubated with WT proCE or proCE mutants (50 nM). The amidase 

activities of the aliquots at the indicated times were assayed with 0.4 mM Boc-L-G-R-MCA as 
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described in subsection Activation of WT proB and proB mutants. 

 

Western blotting 

Samples were subjected to SDS-PAGE in 12% slab gel and transferred to a PVDF membrane. 

After blocking with 5% skim milk, the membrane was incubated at room temperature for 1 h with 

polyclonal antibody against the B-chain of chelicerase B (11) or the H-chain of CE (40) and then 

with the secondary antibody (HRP-conjugated goat anti-rabbit IgG; Bio-Rad), followed by 

development with Western Bright Sirius or ECL (Advansta, Menlo Park, CA). 

 

Kinetic analysis of WT α-chelicerase, WT chelicerase B, WT CE, and the mutants of 

chelicerase B and CE against peptide substrates  

Proteases including WT α-chelicerase C, WT chelicerase B, WT CE, and the mutants of 

chelicerase B and CE were incubated with their specific MCA substrates at 37°C in 20 mM Tris-

HCl, pH 8.0, containing 150 mM NaCl and 0.1 mg/ml of bovine serum albumin. The initial rate 

of hydrolysis was measured fluorometrically with excitation at 380 nm and emission at 440 nm 

after adding the substrate solution. A kinetic parameter (kcat/Km) for WT chelicerase B or the 

mutants of chelicerase B was determined under the concentrations of [S] < Km ([S] = 12.5 μM, 25 

μM, and 50 μM) at the enzyme concentration of 10 nM. When these conditions were used, the 

Michaelis-Menten equation v = kcat[E]t[S] / (Km + [S]) reduces to kcat/Km = v/[E]t[S], since the sum 

total of Km + [S] was almost equal to Km (41). On the other hand, kinetic parameters for WT α-

chelicerase C, WT CE or the mutants of CE were determined by direct linear plotting (42) using 

the substrate concentrations of 12.5 μM, 25 μM, 50 μM, 100 μM, and 150 μM for WT α-

chelicerase C at the enzyme concentration of 2 nM and those of 6.25 μM, 12.5 μM, 25 μM, 50 

μM, and 100 μM for CE or the mutants of CE at the enzyme concentration of 50 pM. 
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Kinetic analysis of WT chelicerase B against two protein substrates, WT ProCE and V53A-

proCE 

WT chelicerase B was incubated with WT proCE or V53-proCE at 37°C in a cuvette of a 

spectrofluorometer containing 20 mM Tris-HCl, pH 8.0, 150 mM NaCl, 0.1 mg/ml of bovine 

serum albumin, and 200 μM of Boc-L-G-R-MCA, the specific peptide substrate for CE. The 

hydrolysis of the peptide substrate by the resulting WT CE or V53A-CE was measured 

continuously, and the rates of the hydrolysis of the peptide substrate were calculated by tangential 

velocities of the hydrolysis curves. The concentrations of WT CE and V53A-CE converted from 

the corresponding zymogens by WT chelicerase B were calculated using the kcat value of WT CE 

or V53A-CE as follows. Under the conditions of [S = Boc-L-G-R-MCA] > Km (the Km value of E 

= WT CE or V53A-CE against the peptide substrate were ~50 μM as shown in Table 1), v = 

kcat[E]t[S] / (Km + [S]) reduces to v = kcat[E]t, since the sum total of Km + [S] was almost equal to 

[S] (41). [E]t, equal to [WT CE or V53A-CE], was calculated using their kcat values. Kinetic 

parameters for WT chelicerase B against WT proCE and V53A-proCE were determined by direct 

linear plotting (42) using the protein substrate concentrations of 100 nM, 150 nM, 200 nM, 300 

nM, and 400 nM at the enzyme concentration of 1.0 nM. 

 

Statistical analysis 

Statistical analysis was performed by unpaired t-tests. P-values < 0.05 were considered to be 

statistically significant. 

 

LPS-binding assay with SPR analysis 

Biotinylated LPS (0.1 μg) in 20 mM Tris-HCl, pH 8.0, containing 150 mM NaCl was immobilized 
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on a sensor chip SA of a BIAcore X system (GE Healthcare), according to the manufacturer’s 

specifications. Recombinant proteins were injected at a flow rate of 30 μl/min in the running 

buffer, 20 mM Tris-HCl, pH 8.0, containing 150 mM NaCl. The change in the mass concentration 

on the sensor chip was monitored as a resonance signal by using the program supplied by the 

manufacturer. Sensorgrams of the interactions obtained by using the various concentrations of 

recombinant proteins (10 ~ 100 nM) were analyzed by the BIAEVALUATION program, version 

3.0. 
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Figure legends 

 

Figure 1. Schematic domain structures of proB and proCE. The two inter-chain disulfide 

bonds of proB and proCE are indicated by bars, and closed diamonds show N-linked glycosylation 

sites of proB and proCE (13, 14). 

 

Figure 2. The activation of WT proB is quantified by densitometric analysis of Western 

blotting. A, WT proB at varying concentrations from 25 to 200 nM was incubated with WT α-

chelicerase C in the presence of LPS at [α-chelicerase C]/[proB] = 1/200 for 30 min at 37°C and 

subjected to Western blotting with anti-B chain antibody. Data are representative of three 

independent experiments. B, the relative band intensity of the sum total of the WT proB single 

chain (S), H chain (H), and B chain (B) at each proB concentration to the sum total of the S, H, 

and B chains at 200 nM proB, as analyzed by ImageJ software. C, the rate product formation is 

shown as the relative band density of the B chain to the total of the S, H, and B chains at each 

concentration. 

 

Figure 3. The basic residues in the clip domain of proB are required to maintain the 

activation rate by α-chelicerase C. A, WT proB, R17E-proB, K21E-proB, K25E-proB, K38E-

proB, or R50E-proB (100 nM) was incubated with WT α-chelicerase C (1.5 nM) in the presence 

of LPS (60 nM) at 37°C, and aliquots at the indicated times were subjected to Western blotting 

using anti-B chain antibody. Data are representative of three independent experiments. B, the 

density of the S, H, and B chains was analyzed with Image J software. The vertical axis shows 

the appearance rate of the B chain in each mutant. WT proB (open circles), R17E-proB (closed 

circles), K21E-proB (open triangles), K25E-proB (closed triangles), K38E-proB (open squares), 
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R50E-proB (closed squares). C, WT-proB (open circles), K21E-proB (open triangles), K25E-

proB (closed triangles) or K38E-proB (open squares) (150 nM) was incubated with WT α-

chelicerase C (1.0 nM) in the presence of LPS (40 nM), and amidase activities of the resulting 

WT chelicerase B and the activated mutants at the indicated times were assayed using Boc-L-T-

R-MCA. Units of amidase activity were defined as micromoles of the digested synthetic substrate 

per min, and specific activity was expressed as units per micromole of WT proB or the mutants. 

Data are the means ± SD of three independent experiments in B and C. *P < 0.05; **P < 0.01; 

***P < 0.001. 

 

Figure 4. The hydrophobic cavity in arthropod clip domains. A, sequence alignment of clip 

domains in arthropods. The basic residues in the clip domain of proB are shown in bold blue 

letters; the conserved hydrophobic residues at the hydrophobic cavity in Hd-PPAF-II, Dm-grass, 

or Ms-PAP2 are indicated by dots. The V-55 residue of proB and the V-53 residue of proCE are 

also indicated by dots; the cysteine resides in the clip domains are indicated by brackets. B, the 

crystal structure of the clip domain of Hd-PPAF-II (29) and the basis residues in the clip domain 

of proB are superimposed. The three dimensional structure (Protein data bank 2B9L) was drawn 

by CueMol, the free software from Molecular Visualization Framework.  

 

Figure 5. Comparison of the activation rate of V55A-proB with that of WT proB. A, WT 

proB or V55A-proB (100 nM) was incubated with WT α-chelicerase C (1.0 nM) in the presence 

of LPS (40 nM) at 37°C and aliquots at the indicated times were subjected to Western blotting 

using anti-B chain antibody. B, the density of the S, H, and B chains was analyzed with Image J 

software. The vertical axis shows the appearance rate of the B chain; WT proB (open circles) and 

V55A-proB (closed circles). C, WT proB or V55A-proB (150 nM) was incubated with WT α-
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chelicerase C (1.0 nM) in the presence of LPS (40 nM), and amidase activities at the indicated 

times were assayed using Boc-L-T-R-MCA.; WT proB (open circles) and V55A-proB (closed 

circles). Units of amidase activity were defined as micromole of the digested synthetic substrate 

per min, and specific activity was expressed as units per micromole of WT proB or V55A-proB. 

Data are representative of three independent experiments.in A, B, and C. 

 

Figure 6. Comparison of the activation rate of Δclip-proCE orV53A-proCE with that of WT 

proCE. A, purified WT proCE was subjected to SDS-PAGE and stained with Coomassie Brilliant 

Blue R-250. An arrowhead indicates WT proCE on SDS-PAGE. B, WT proCE, Δclip-proCE or 

V53A-proCE (50 nM) was incubated with WT chelicerase B (3.0 nM) and LPS (6.0 nM), and 

aliquots at the indicated times were subjected to Western blotting using anti-H chain antibody. 

Data are representative of three independent experiments. C, the density of the zymogen (S) and 

the H chain (H) of WT proCE (open circles), Δclip-proCE (closed circles) or V53A-proCE (open 

triangles) was analyzed with Image J software. The vertical axis shows the appearance rate of the 

H chain. D, (50 nM) was incubated with WT chelicerase B (3.0 nM) and LPS (6.0 nM), and 

amidase activities of WT CE, Δclip-CE or V53A-CE at the indicated times were assayed using 

Boc-L-G-R-MCA. Units of amidase activity were defined as n mole of the digested synthetic 

substrate per min, and specific activity was expressed as units per n mole of WT proCE (open 

circles), Δclip-proCE (closed circles) or V53A-proCE (open triangles). Data are the means ± SD 

of three independent experiments in C and D. *P < 0.05; **P < 0.01; ***P < 0.001. 

 

Figure 7. A proposed model for the roles of the clip domains of proB and proCE in the 

horseshoe crab coagulation cascade. ProC interacts with LPS through the N-terminal tripeptide 

motif to form oligomers between proC molecules to be transformed to the active transition state 
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of proC*, leading to autocatalytic conversion to α-chelicerase C. Then, proB is recruited to the 

reaction center composed of α-chelicerase C and LPS through the clip domain containing the 

basic residues and the potential hydrophobic cavity to accelerate the formation of ES complex 

between α-chelicerase C and proB to produce chelicerase B. Finally, the potential hydrophobic 

cavity in the clip domain of proCE accelerates the formation of another ES complex between 

chelicerase B and proCE to produce CE. 
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Tables 

 

Table 1 

Kinetic parameters of WT proteases and their mutants in the horseshoe crab coagulation 

cascade against the peptide substrates. 

Proteases Substrates Km (µM) kcat (s-1) kcat/Km (M-1s-1)  

WT α-chelicerase C Boc-V-P-R-MCA 93 ± 10 34 ± 1 370,000 ± 33,000 

WT chelicerase B Boc-L-T-R-MCA NDa) ND 5,300 ± 57 

K21E-chelicerase B Boc-L-T-R-MCA ND ND 5,000 ± 10 

K25E-chelicerase B Boc-L-T-R-MCA ND ND 4,900 ± 40 

K38E-chelicerase B Boc-L-T-R-MCA ND ND 5,100 ± 47 

V55A-chelicerase B Boc-L-T-R-MCA ND ND 5,100 ± 47 

WT CE Boc-L-G-R-MCA 55 ± 6 194 ± 11 3,600,000 ± 410,000 

Δclip-CE Boc-L-G-R-MCA 47 ± 5 200 ± 9 4,300,000 ± 280,000 

V53A-CE Boc-L-G-R-MCA 46 ± 7  182 ± 3 4,000,000 ± 610,000 

Data are the means ± SE of three independent experiments.  
a) ND, not determined.  
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Table 2 

Kinetic parameters of WT chelicerase B against two protein substrates. 

 

Substrates Km (nM) kcat (s-1) kcat/Km (M-1s-1)  

WT proCE 190 ± 45 0.04 ± 0.005 200,000 ± 30,000 

V53A-proCE 340 ± 45 0.01 ± 0.001 30,000 ± 800 

Data are the means ± SE of three independent experiments. 
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Part 2 

A mutant equipped with a regenerated disulphide for the missing 

His loop of a serine protease zymogen in the horseshoe crab 

coagulation cascade 
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Abbreviations 

 

AMC, 7-amino-4-methylcoumarin 

Boc, t-butoxycarbonyl 

BSA, bovine serum albumin 

CE, clotting enzyme 

GnTI, N-acetylglucosaminyltransferase I 

HLDS, His-loop disulfide 

LPS, lipopolysaccharide 

MCA, 4-methylcoumaryl-7-amide 

MLDS, Met-loop disulfide 

PEG-PCMal, polyethylene glycol-photocleavable maleimide 

proB, prochelicerase B 

proC, prochelicerase C 

proCE, proclotting enzyme 

proG, prochelicerase G 

RCL, reactive center loop 

SEC, serpin-enzyme complex 

SEM, standard error of the mean 

SLDS, Ser-loop disulfide 

WT, wild type 
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Abstract 

 

The lipopolysaccharide-triggered coagulation cascade in horseshoe crabs is composed of three 

zymogens belonging to the trypsinogen family: prochelicerase C, prochelicerase B (proB), and the 

proclotting enzyme (proCE). Trypsinogen-family members contain three conserved disulfides located 

around the active site. While it is known that proB evolutionarily lost one of the disulfides, the His-loop 

disulfide, the roles of the missing His-loop disulfide in proB remain unknown. Here we prepared a proB 

mutant, named proB-murasame, equipped with a regenerated His-loop disulfide. The activation rate by 

upstream α-chelicerase C for proB-murasame was indistinguishable from that for wild-type (WT) proB. 

The resulting protease chelicerase B-murasame exhibited an 8-fold higher kcat value for downstream 

proCE than WT chelicerase B, whereas the Km value of chelicerase B-murasame was equivalent to that 

of WT chelicerase B. WT serpins-1, -2, and -3, identified as scavengers for the cascade, had no reactivity 

against WT chelicerase B, whereas chelicerase B-murasame was inhibited by WT serpin-2, suggesting 

that WT chelicerae B may trigger as-yet-unsolved phenomena after performing its duty in the cascade. 

The reconstituted lipopolysaccharide-triggered cascade containing proB-murasame exhibited ~5-fold 

higher CE production than that containing WT proB. ProB-murasame might be used as a high value-

adding reagent for lipopolysaccharide detection. 

 

Key words: hemolymph coagulation; lipopolysaccharide; recombinant protein; serine protease; serpin.  
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Introduction 

 

We recently proposed new terms for three serine protease zymogens that make up the horseshoe crab 

coagulation cascade—prochelicerase C (proC), prochelicerase B (proB), and prochelicerase G (proG), 

for factor C, factor B, and factor G, respectively—since the identical or similar terms are used for the 

protease zymogens in the complement systems in both Chelicerata and Vertebrata (1). The horseshoe 

crab coagulation cascade is triggered by the autocatalytic activation of proC to the active form through 

an active transition state of proC responding to bacterial lipopolysaccharide (LPS), and the resulting α-

chelicerase C activates proB to chelicerase B on the surface of LPS, which activates the proclotting 

enzyme (proCE) to the clotting enzyme (CE) to convert a clottable protein coagulogen into coagulin (1-

3). 

In the absence of LPS, chymotrypsin artificially converts proC into β-chelicerase C, which contains 

an additional proteolytic cleavage in the N-terminal Cys-rich domain of proC; compared to α-chelicerase 

C, β-chelicerase C retains ~70% of the amidase activity against a specific peptide substrate, but β-

chelicerase C exhibits neither the LPS-binding activity nor the converting activity for proB because of 

the destruction of the LPS binding site of proC by the additional chymotryptic cleavage near the LPS-

binding site (4, 5). On the other hand, the N-terminal clip domain of proB, the second LPS-binding 

protease zymogen, plays an essential role in binding proB to the surface of LPS to initiate effective 

proteolytic activation by α-chelicerase C (3). As an alternative approach, a β-1,3-D-glucan-sensitive 

protease zymogen proG is autocatalytically activated to chelicerase G, which directly activates proCE 

to CE without the aid of proB (2). 

Activated forms of the trypsinogen- or chymotrypsinogen-family members cleave peptide bonds 

with strikingly different substrate specificities through the identical charge-relay system of the catalytic 

triad composed of His57, Asp102, and Ser195 in the chymotrypsinogen numbering and three disulfide 

bridges to form three independent loops that are conserved: the His-loop disulfide (HLDS, Cys42–Cys58), 
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the Met-loop disulfide (MLDS, Cys168–Cys182), and the Ser-loop disulfide (SLDS, Cys191–Cys220) (6, 7) 

(Fig. 1A). These disulfide loops are also conserved in proC (8), proG (9), and proCE (10) in the Japanese 

horseshoe crab Tachypleus tridentatus, whereas proB lacks the HLDS due to the substitution of Ala 

(corresponding to Ala170 in proB) for Cys58, and the counterpart Cys42 (corresponding to Cys154 in proB) 

is presumed to exist as a free cysteine residue or to form a mixed disulfide linked with cysteine or a 

small compound such as glutathione (11) (Fig. 1B). The missing HLDS is also observed in proB derived 

from the American horseshoe crab Limulus polyphemus by the identical replacement at the 

corresponding position (Fig. 1B), indicating that an ancestor of proB lost the HLDS before the 

divergence between the two species at least 130 million years ago (12, 13). Therefore, the missing HLDS 

in proB is evolutionarily conserved to obtain an unknown advantage in the coagulation cascade or other 

physiological phenomena, followed by hemolymph coagulation. 

In this study, to understand the physiological roles of the missing HLDS in proB, a proB mutant 

equipped with a regenerated HLDS, named proB-murasame, was biochemically characterized. 

“Murasame” is a legendary Japanese sword. Here we found that chelicerase B-murasame, exhibits an 

order of magnitude stronger catalytic activity than the wild-type (WT) chelicerase B. On the other hand, 

a reagent prepared from hemocyte lysates of horseshoe crabs has been used for the “Limulus test”, a 

sensitivity test to detect LPS (14-16). We propose here an application of proB-murasame as a high value-

adding reagent for LPS detection. 
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Experimental procedures 

 

Materials 

HEK293S GnTI− cells were obtained from ATCC. LPS derived from Salmonella minnesota R595 (Re) 

was purchased from List Biological Laboratories, Inc. (Campbell, CA). An average molecular weight 

of 2,500 for S. minnesota R595 (Re) LPS was used for the determination of molecular concentrations. 

 

Cloning and mutagenesis of WT proB, proB-murasame, the R103A-proB mutant and the three 

serpins-1, -2, and -3 

WT proB and WT proCE were subcloned into vector pCA7 as described previously (3, 17, 18). ProB-

murasame and the R103A-proB mutant were constructed by inverse PCR. Full length DNA fragments 

of serpins-1(19), -2 (20) and -3 (21) derived from T. tridentatus were subcloned into vector pCA7, and 

His-tag and podoplanin PA-tag (1) were added the N-terminal end of serpins by site-directed 

mutagenesis using inverse PCR.  

 

Expression and purification of the recombinant proteins 

The recombinant proteins including WT proC (1, 4), WT proB (3, 17), WT proB-murasame, the R103A-

proB mutant, WT serpin-1, WT-serpin-2, and WT serpin-3 were expressed in an HEK293S cell line 

lacking N-acetylglucosaminyltransferase Ⅰ (GnTI−). The recombinant proteins in culture media were 

mixed with 50 mM Na phosphate, pH 8.0, containing 150 mM NaCl and 10 mM imidazole at final 

concentrations and applied to a Ni-NTA-agarose column (1.0 × 10 cm). The column was washed with 

the same buffer and the recombinant proteins were eluted with 20 mM Tris-HCl, pH 8.0, containing 150 

mM NaCl and 50–200 mM imidazole. The resulting samples were dialyzed against 20 mM Tris-HCl, 

pH 8.0, containing 150 mM NaCl. The concentrations of the recombinant proteins were determined 

using a Micro BCATM protein assay Kit (Thermo Scientific). The purified recombinant proteins used for 
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this study were analyzed by SDS-PAGE (Supplemental Fig. S1). 

 

Activation of WT proB, the R103A-proB mutant and proB-murasame 

WT proC (160 nM) was autocatalytically activated in the presence of 3.2 μM LPS for 30 min at 37ºC. 

The resulting WT α-chelicerase C was diluted with 20 mM Tris-HCl, pH 8.0, containing 150 mM NaCl 

and 0.1 mg/ml of bovine serum albumin (BSA). WT proB or proB-murasame (50nM) was activated by 

WT α-chelicerase C (1 nM) in 20 mM Tris-HCl, pH 8.0, containing 150 mM NaCl and 0.1 mg/ml of 

BSA at 37ºC. The appearance of the B chain of WT proB, the R103A-proB mutant or proB-murasame 

was detected by Western blotting. 

 

Measurement of amidase activity of WT chelicerase B and chelicerase B-murasame 

WT proC (160 nM) was autocatalytically activated in the presence of 6.4 μM LPS for 30 min at 37ºC. 

The resulting WT α-chelicerase C was diluted with 20 mM Tris-HCl, pH 8.0, containing 150 mM NaCl 

and 0.1 mg/ml of BSA. WT proB or proB-murasame (150 nM) was activated by 1.5 nM WT α-

chelicerase C in 20 mM Tris-HCl, pH 8.0, containing 150 mM NaCl and 0.1 mg/ml of BSA at 37ºC. 

The amidase activities of the aliquots at the indicated times were determined by incubation with 0.4 mM 

t-butoxycarbonyl (Boc)-Leu-Thr-Arg-4-methylcoumaryl-7-amide (MCA) (Peptide Institute, Osaka, 

Japan) for 5 min at 37ºC, and 10% acetic acid was added to terminate the reaction. The rate of substrate 

hydrolysis was measured fluorometrically with excitation at 380 nm and emission at 440 nm (22). 

 

Polyethylene glycol-switch assay 

WT proB or proB-murasame (5.0 μM) was incubated with 500 µM polyethylene glycol-photocleavable 

maleimide (PEG-PCMal) (Dojindo, Kumamoto, Japan) in 50 mM Tris-HCl, pH 7.5, containing 0.1 M 

NaCl for 90 min at 37ºC under the pH conditions recommended by the reagent protocol. Unreacted 

PEG-PCMal was removed by methanol/chloroform protein precipitation. The pellet was dissolved in 
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sampling buffer containing 2-mercaptoethanol. Samples were subjected to SDS-PAGE in 10% slab gel. 

The gel was irradiated with UV (302 nm) before being transferred to a polyvinylidene difluoride 

membrane.  

 

Activation of WT proCE 

WT proB or proB-murasame (1.0 nM) was converted to the corresponding active enzyme by incubation 

with 1.7 nM WT α-chelicerase C in 20 mM Tris-HCl, pH 8.0, containing 150 mM NaCl for 15 min at 

37ºC. The resulting WT chelicerase B or chelicerase B-murasame (0.5 nM) was incubated with WT 

proCE (50 nM). The appearance of the H chain of WT proCE was detected by Western blotting. 

 

Measurement of reactivity of WT serpins-1, -2, and -3 against WT chelicerase B and chelicerase B-

murasame 

WT serpin-1, -2, or -3 (400 nM) was incubated with 80 nM WT chelicerase B or chelicerase B-murasame 

in 20 mM Tris-HCl, pH 8.0, containing 150 mM NaCl and 0.1 mg/ml of BSA for 30 min at 37ºC. The 

residual amidase activities of the aliquots were determined by incubation with 0.4 mM Boc-Leu-Thr-

Arg-MCA for 5 min at 37ºC. The rate of substrate hydrolysis was measured as described in the 

subsection entitled Measurement of amidase activity of WT chelicerase B and chelicerase B-

murasame. The second-order rete constant (ki) for the inhibition of chelicerase B-murasame by WT 

serpin-2 was determined as previously described (19-21). In brief, chelicerase B-murasame (50 nM) was 

incubated with WT serpin-2 (150 nM) in 20 mM Tris-HCl, pH 8.0, containing 150 mM NaCl and 0.1 

mg/ml of BSA at 37ºC. At appropriate times (5 to 20 min), 10-μl aliquots were removed, and the reaction 

was terminated by the addition of 90 μl of the buffer containing 0.4 M mM Boc-Leu-Thr-Arg-MCA and 

the residual activity were determined at 37ºC. The ki value was calculated using the standard equation 

for a second order reaction (23).  
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SDS-PAGE and Western blotting 

Samples were subjected to SDS-PAGE in 12% slab gel according to the method of Laemmli (24). and 

the gels were stained Coomassie Brilliant Blue R-250. For Western blotting, gels were transferred to a 

polyvinylidene difluoride membrane. After blocking with 5% non-fat dry milk for 30 min, the membrane 

was incubated with rabbit polyclonal antibody to the B-chain of chelicerase B (3) or the H-chain of CE 

(17), and then horseradish peroxidase conjugated secondary antibody (Bio Rad Laboratories, Hercules, 

CA) was applied. The membranes were then developed with Western Bright Sirius or ECL (Advansta, 

Menlo Park, CA). Images were obtained by an Omega Lum G imaging system (Aplegen Life Sciences, 

San Francisco, CA). 

 

Kinetic analysis for the reaction between chelicerase B-murasame and Boc-Leu-Thr-Arg-MCA 

Chelicerase B-murasame or WT chelicerase B was incubated with Boc-Leu-Thr-Arg-MCA at 37ºC in 

20 mM Tris-HCl, pH 8.0, containing 150 mM NaCl and 0.1 mg/ml of BSA. The initial rate of hydrolysis 

was measured fluorometrically with excitation at 380 nm and emission at 440 nm after adding the 

substrate solution. A kinetic parameter (kcat/Km) of WT chelicerase B or chelicerase B-murasame was 

determined under the condition of [S] < Km ([S] = 50 μM) at the enzyme concentration of 10 nM, as 

previously reported (17). When this condition is used, the Michaelis-Menten equation v = kcat[E]t[S] / 

(Km + [S]) reduces to, since the sum total of Km + [S] is almost equal to Km. 

 

Kinetic analysis for the reaction between chelicerase B-murasame and the protein substrate WT 

ProCE 

Chelicerase B-murasame was incubated with WT proCE at 37ºC in the cuvette of a spectrofluorometer 

containing 20 mM Tris-HCl, pH 8.0, 150 mM NaCl, 0.1 mg/ml of BSA, and 0.2 mM Boc-Leu-Gly-Arg-

MCA, the specific peptide substrate for CE (Peptide Institute, Osaka, Japan). The hydrolysis of the 

peptide substrate by the resulting WT CE was measured continuously, and the rates of the hydrolysis of 
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the peptide substrate were calculated by the tangential velocities of the hydrolysis curves. The 

concentration of WT CE converted from WT proCE by chelicerase B-murasame was calculated using 

the kcat value of WT CE, as previously described (17). Kinetic parameters for the reaction between 

chelicerase B-murasame and WT proCE were determined by direct liner plotting (25), using the protein 

substrate concentrations of 50 nM, 100 nM, 150 nM, 200 nM, and 300 nM and enzyme concentrations 

of 0.1 nM or 0.05 nM. 

 

Measurement of thermal stability of chelicerase B-murasame and proB-murasame 

ProB-murasame or WT proB (100 nM) was activated by 5 nM WT α-chelicerase C for 60 min at 37ºC 

in 20 mM Tris-HCl, pH 8.0, containing 150 mM NaCl and 0.1 mg/ml of BSA. To examine thermal 

stability at 37ºC, the resulting chelicerase B-murasame or WT chelicerase B (100 nM) was incubated at 

37°C and aliquots were removed at appropriate times (5 to 60 min) and the residual amidase activity 

was assayed using 0.4 mM Boc-Leu-Thr-Arg-MCA. Next, chelicerase B-murasame or WT chelicerase 

B (100 nM) was heat-treated at various temperatures (37–90°C) for 10 min. After cooling on ice, the 

residual amidase activity of the aliquots was determined by incubation with 0.4 mM Boc-Leu-Thr-Arg-

MCA for 5 min at 37ºC.  

For measurement of the thermal stability of the zymogens, proB-murasame or WT proB (100 nM) 

was heat-treated at various temperatures (37–90ºC) for 10 min in 20 mM Tris-HCl, pH 8.0, containing 

150 mM NaCl and 0.1 mg/ml of BSA. After cooling on ice, 50 nM of heat-treated WT proB or proB-

murasame was activated by incubation with 1.0 nM WT α-chelicerase C for 60 min in the presence of 

40 nM LPS. The residual amidase activity of the aliquots was determined by using 0.4 mM Boc-Leu-

Thr-Arg-MCA for 5 min at 37ºC. The rate of substrate hydrolysis was measured as described in the 

subsection entitled Measurement of amidase activity of WT chelicerase B and chelicerase B-

murasame. 
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Statistical analysis 

Statistical analysis was performed by paired t-tests. P-values < 0.05 were considered to be statistically 

significant. 
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Results 

 

Proteolytic activation of WT proB by WT α-chelicerase C requires a proper order of the two-step 

cleavages 

Native proB purified from hemocytes is a mixture of the single-chain and two-chains forms of zymogen, 

both of which are converted to active chelicerase B by α-chelicerase C in the presence of LPS (3, 26). 

The -Arg103-Ser104- bond of proB (the cleavage site 1) is cleaved to form the two-chain form of zymogen 

by an unknown protease on the secretion pathway in hemocytes or by α-chelicerase C after secretion, 

and as a result, the two-chain form of zymogen appears, followed by cleavage at the -Ile124-Ile125- bond 

(the cleavage site 2) by α-chelicerase C to convert the two-chain form of zymogen to the active two-

chain form of chelicerase B (Fig. 1C) (11). WT proB, prepared in HEK293S GnTI− cells, also contains 

the two forms of zymogen, and the activation rate of WT proB is assessed by detecting the appearance 

of the B chain through the cleavage at site 2 by Western blotting using an anti-B chain antibody (17).  

To determine whether the two cleavage reactions at the sites 1 and 2 require a proper order to 

produce the active two-chain form protease of chelicerase B, a non-cleavable mutant at site 1, i.e., a 

mutant for proB (R103A-proB) in which Arg103 is replaced with Ala, was prepared. WT proB and the 

R103A-proB mutant were respectively incubated with WT α-chelicerase C in the presence of LPS and 

subjected to Western blotting (Fig. 2A). The B chain of WT chelicerase B appeared at 5 min of 

incubation and the cleavage reaction at site 2 increased in an incubation time-dependent manner (Fig. 

2A, left panel and Fig. 2B). 

In contrast, the appearance of the B chain derived from the R103A-proB mutant was very slow, 

compared to the appearance of the B chain derived from WT proB, and a faint band of the B chain was 

observed by Western blotting after 20 min of incubation (Fig. 2A, right panel and Fig. 2B), indicating 

that the proteolytic conversion of proB to chelicerase B through the two cleavage reactions requires the 

proper order—namely, the cleavage reaction at site 1 must precede that at site 2. 
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Preparation of ProB-murasame equipped with a regenerated disulfide for the missing HLDS and 

confirmation of the HLDS formation in ProB-murasame 

To regenerate the missing HLDS in WT proB, Ala170 in proB was replaced with Cys using site-directed 

mutagenesis to obtain proB-murasame as described below in the Experimental procedures. To 

determine whether Cys170 introduced in proB-murasame interacts with Cys154 to form the HLDS, a 

polyethylene glycol-switch assay was conducted by using the thiol-binding reagent, PEG-PCMal. 

In the PEG-PCMal system, proteins reacted with the reagent result in lower mobility by ~5 kDa 

per free-Cys residue on SDS-PAGE. WT proB or proB-murasame was incubated with a 100-fold molar 

excess of PEG-PCMal and subjected to Western blotting using the anti-B chain antibody. PEG-PCMal 

was incorporated into the single-chain form of WT proB with 55 kDa or the H chain of the two-chain 

form of WT proB with 35 kDa, resulting in the lower mobility protein bands of 60 kDa and 40 kDa, 

respectively (Fig. 3, lanes 1 and 2). About 60% of the single-chain form of WT proB and the H chain of 

the two-chain form of WT proB were modified with PEG-PCMal, based on the densitometric analysis, 

suggesting that ~40% of Cys154 of WT chelicerase B in this preparation may form a mixed disulfide 

linked with cysteine or a small compound such as glutathione. In contrast, no band shift was observed 

in proB-murasame in the presence of PEG-PCMal under the same conditions used for WT proB (Fig. 3, 

lanes 3 and 4). These findings indicate that Cys170 substituted in proB-murasame reacts with Cys154 to 

regenerate the HLDS. 

 

The conversion rate of proB-murasame into chelicerase B-murasame by WT α-chelicerase C 

To determine whether the substitution of Ala170 to Cys affects the activation rate of proB-murasame by 

WT α-chelicerase C, WT proB and proB-murasame were respectively incubated with WT α-chelicerase 

C in the presence of LPS and subjected to Western blotting using the anti-B chain of chelicerase B. The 

conversion rate of proB-murasame into chelicerase B-murasame by α-chelicerase C was 
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indistinguishable from that of WT proB into WT chelicerase B by α-chelicerase C (Fig. 4A and B), 

indicating that the Ala170 to Cys substitution has no effect on the conversion rate of proB-murasame into 

chelicerase B-murasame by α-chelicerase C. 

The activating samples of WT proB and proB-murasame by α-chelicerase C exhibited amidase 

activity for a specific peptide substrate, Boc-Leu-Thr-Arg-MCA (17, 26), which was correlated with the 

conversion of WT proB into WT chelicerase B (Fig. 4C). Surprisingly, chelicerase B-murasame 

exhibited at least an order of magnitude stronger amidase activity than WT chelicerase B (Fig. 4C). 

 

Determination of the kcat/Km value of chelicerase B-murasame for the specific peptide substrate 

We previously determined the kcat/Km value of WT chelicerase B for the Boc-Leu-Thr-Arg-MCA (kcat/Km 

= 5,300 M-1 s-1), rather than an independent Km or kcat value for the substrate, because WT chelicerase B 

showed a very large Km value (> 200 μM) for the peptide substrate (17). In this study, the kcat/Km value 

of chelicerase B-murasame for this peptide substrate was determined under conditions identical to those 

in the previous study, i.e., [S] < Km at the enzyme concentration of 10 nM, as described in the 

Experimental procedures. ProB-murasame or WT proB was fully converted into the active form by a 

6-h incubation at 37ºC with WT α-chelicerase C in the presence of LPS. As expected, the kcat/Km of the 

resulting chelicerase B-murasame was much higher than the corresponding value for WT chelicerase 

B—i.e., chelicerase B-murasame had a kcat/Km value of 70,000 M-1 s-1, 13-fold higher than that of the 

WT chelicerase B (Table Ⅰ). 

 

The proteolytic activity of chelicerase B-murasame for the conversion of the protein substrate WT 

proCE into WT CE 

To examine whether chelicerase B-murasame exhibits higher proteolytic activity for the conversion of 

the protein substrate WT proCE than WT chelicerase B, chelicerase B-murasame and WT chelicerase B 

were respectively incubated with WT proCE at [E]/[S] = 1/100, and the time course of proteolytic 
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conversion of proCE to CE was evaluated by the appearance of the H chain of CE on Western blotting 

using an antibody to the H chain of CE (Fig 5A). The relative band intensity of the H chain of WT CE 

produced by chelicerase B-murasame at 1-min incubation was 6.5-fold higher than that produced by 

WT chelicerase B (Fig. 5B), indicating that the proteolytic activity of chelicerase B-murasame for the 

conversion of WT proCE to CE is higher than that of WT chelicerase B. 

 

Kinetic parameters of chelicerase B-murasame for the protein substrate WT proCE 

We previously determined the kinetic parameters of WT chelicerase B for the protein substrate WT 

proCE (17). Using the same kinetic methodology, the kinetic parameters of chelicerase B-murasame for 

WT proCE were determined as described in the Experimental procedures. The Km value of chelicerase 

B-murasame was equivalent to that of WT chelicerase B, whereas the kcat value of chelicerase B-

murasame was ~8-fold higher than that of WT chelicerase B, resulting in an 8.5-fold higher kcat/Km value 

of chelicerase B-murasame compared to that of WT chelicerase B (Table Ⅱ). 

 

Thermal stability of chelicerase B-murasame and proB-murasame 

WT chelicerase B and chelicerase B-murasame maintained their original amidase activity during the 

incubation at 37ºC for at least 60 min (Fig. 6A). Due to the regeneration of the HLDS in chelicerase B-

murasame, we considered that chelicerase B-murasame might retain more structural stability than WT 

chelicerase B. To examine this possibility, we analyzed the thermal stability of chelicerase B-murasame, 

chelicerase B-murasame and WT chelicerase B by heat-treating each for 10 min at 37–90ºC, and 

measuring their remaining amidase activities at 37ºC using Boc-Leu-Thr-Arg-MCA. The amidase 

activity of WT chelicerase B decreased rapidly after the heat treatment at 50ºC and almost disappeared 

at 60ºC. In contrast, chelicerase B-murasame maintained ~60% of the original amidase activity after the 

heat treatment at 60ºC (Fig. 6B).  

To examine the thermal stability of their zymogens, proB-murasame and WT proB were also heat-
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treated under the identical conditions, and then the heat-treated zymogens were activated by WT α-

chelicerase C, and the resulting amidase activities of the converted proteases were assayed. The heat-

treatment of WT proB at 50ºC resulted in the complete loss of the original amidase activity, whereas 

proB-murasame retained ~65% of the original amidase activity after the heat-treatment at 50ºC under 

the identical conditions (Fig. 6C). These findings indicate that the regeneration of the HLDS reinforced 

the thermal stability of both chelicerase B-murasame and proB-murasame. 

 

The reactivity of serpins against WT chelicerase B and chelicerase B-murasame 

When a serpin-protease complex is formed through the nucleophilic attack of Ser195 of a target serine 

protease against the cleavage site on the reactive center loop (RCL) of a serpin to form an ester bond 

(Fig. 7A), the serpin undergoes its conformational changes at a rate faster than the hydrolysis of the ester 

bond and twists the three-dimensional arrangement of the catalytic triads of the target protease so that 

the hydrolysis of the ester bond occurs at an extremely low speed (27, 28). 

Three horseshoe crab serpins have been identified from hemocytes, serpin-1 (19), serpin-2 (20), 

and serpin-3 (21), and each exhibits different selectivity, depending on the sequences of the 

corresponding cleavage sites at their RCLs (Fig. 7A): serpins-1, -2, and -3 specifically inhibit α-

chelicerase C, CE, and chelicerase G, respectively (19-21). However, the reactivity of these serpins 

against chelicerase B has not been examined. To examine this reactivity, we prepared WT serpins-1, -2, 

and -3 in HEK293S GnTI− cells. 

To determine the reactivity of the three serpins against WT chelicerase B and chelicerase B-

murasame, each WT serpin was mixed with WT chelicerase B or chelicerase B-murasame; the remaining 

activity was then measured using Boc-Leu-Thr-Arg-MCA. None of the three WT serpins inhibited the 

amidase activity of WT chelicerase B at a 5-molar excess of each WT serpin against WT chelicerase B 

(Fig. 7B). In contrast, the original activity of chelicerase B-murasame was almost inhibited by WT 

serpin-2 under the identical conditions (Fig.7B). The second-order rate constant for inhibition of 
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chelicerase B-murasame by WT serpin-2 was determined to be ki = 6.0 × 103 ± 0.7 × 103 M-1s-1. 

Native chelicerase B purified from hemocytes exhibited Arg specificity at the P1 site of synthetic 

peptide substrates (26) and therefore, there is a possibility that the regenerated HLDS in chelicerase B-

murasame may change the substrate specificity at the P1 site of chelicerase B from Arg to Lys, since the 

cleavage residue of serpin-2 is Lys350 (Fig. 7A). However, chelicerase B-murasame and WT chelicerase 

B did not cleave a peptide substrate for plasmin, Boc-Val-Leu-Lys-MCA, under the same assay 

conditions used for Boc-Leu-Thr-Arg-MCA. 

 

Effects of proB-murasame on the coagulation cascade reconstituted by recombinant zymogens. 

To evaluate the effect of proB-murasame on the LPS-triggered coagulation cascade, the cascade was 

reconstituted by mixing WT proC, WT proB, and WT proCE (WT cascade-111) or WT proC, proB-

murasame, and WT proCE (cascade-murasame-111) at an equimolar ratio of 1:1:1. The expression time-

course of the amidase activity of WT CE, the final product produced by the proteolytic cascade triggered 

in the presence of LPS, was monitored using a specific fluorogenic peptide substrate, Boc-Leu-Gly-Arg-

MCA. Typical hydrolysis curves for the expression time-course of the amidase activities of WT CE 

produced in both the cascade systems triggered by 100 nM LPS are shown in Fig. 8A.  

The rates of hydrolysis of the peptide substrate were calculated by the tangential velocities of the 

hydrolysis curve, and the concentrations of WT CE produced were calculated using the kcat value as 

described in the Experimental procedures. The concentrations of WT CE produced after the 2-min 

incubation trigged by the different concentrations of LPS were determined and are shown in Fig. 8B. 

The amount of WT CE produced increased with the dose of LPS from 1.0 to 100 nM in a dose-dependent 

manner. Throughout the range of these LPS concentrations, the amount of WT CE produced in cascade-

murasame-111 was ~5-fold higher than that of WT CE produced in WT cascade-111, indicating that 

cascade-murasame-111 converted proCE to CE more efficiently than WT cascade-111. 

On the other hand, the higher concentrations of LPS (> 100 nM) suppressed the production of WT 
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CE both in WT cascade-111 and cascade-murasame-111 (Fig. 8B), which phenomenon was also 

observed in the case of the LPS-triggered autocatalytic activation of native proC isolated form 

hemocytes (29). To extend the linearity of the LPS-dependent production of WT CE in cascade-

murasame-111, the cascade was reconstituted by mixing WT proC, proB-murasame, and WT proCE at 

a molar ratio of 5:1:1 (cascade-murasame-511). As expected, the linearity of the LPS dose-dependency 

in cascade-murasame-511 was expanded, ranging from 1.0 to 1,000 nM (Fig. 8C). 
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Discussion 

 

The three independent disulfides, HLDS, MLDS, and SLDS, are conserved in the trypsinogen- or 

chymotrypsinogen-family members and are located around the catalytic triad and the substrate binding 

pocket (Fig. 1A). Each of them may contribute to stabilization of the tertiary structure of these family 

members, leading to the retention of the catalytic activity. However, proB, one of the zymogens 

constituting the LPS-triggered horseshoe crab coagulation cascade, evolutionarily lost the HLDS. 

Moreover, several serine protease zymogens involved in the mammalian complement system, including 

C1r (30, 31), C1s (32), and MASP2 (33), also evolutionarily lost their HLDS (Fig. 1B). Sim reported 

that the substrate specificity of the activated C1r for synthetic ester substrates is very narrow, whereas 

that of the activated C1s is broad, allowing C1s to hydrolyze a wide range of ester substrates (34). 

Therefore, Arlaud and Gagnon demonstrated that the missing HLDS in C1r and C1s cannot be related 

to precise functional characteristics of C1r or C1s; though both complement factors differ from most 

other mammalian serine proteases in vivo, they function in a high-molecular weight complex, not as 

dissociated enzymes (35). 

In this study, a recombinant with the HLDS regenerated in proB, named proB-murasame, was 

prepared. ProB-murasame was converted into the active form chelicerase B-murasame by WT α-

chelicerase C in the presence of LPS at a conversion rate indistinguishable from that of WT proB (Fig. 

4, A and B). The regeneration of the HLDS caused the kcat/Km value of chelicerase B-murasame for the 

specific peptide substrate to be 13-fold higher than that of WT chelicerase B (Table Ⅰ). For the protein 

substrate WT proCE, chelicerase B-murasame exhibited an 8-fold higher kcat value than that of WT 

chelicerase B, whereas the Km value of chelicerase B-murasame was equivalent to that of WT chelicerase 

B (Table Ⅱ). These findings suggest that HLDS contributes to the maintenance of an optimal three-

dimensional conformation around the catalytic triad to increase the catalytic turnover number of 

chelicerase B-murasame. 
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Previously, Varallyay et al. found that elimination of the SLDS in chymotrypsin or trypsin by the 

replacement of Cys191 with Ala using site direct mutagenesis caused a decrease in the kcat/Km values of 

two to three orders of magnitude to their specific peptide substrates, mainly as a consequence of an 

increase in the Km values, indicating that the SLDS in chymotrypsin or trypsin family members is 

essential to maintain their substrate recognition (36). On the other hand, the effect of the missing HLDS 

on the catalytic activity of chelicerase B may become clear, when the kcat/Km value of chelicerase B is 

compared with that of CE, which is equipped with the HLDS in the identical domain composition to 

chelicerase B (Fig. 1C); the kcat/Km value of WT chelicerase B (5,300 M-1 s-1) for the specific substrate 

Boc-Leu-Thr-Arg-MCA is only one seven-hundredth of that of WT CE (3,600,000 M-1 s-1) for the 

specific substrate Boc-Leu-Gly-Arg-MCA (17). 

The higher structural stability of chelicerase B-murasame or proB-murasame compared to WT 

chelicerase B or WT proB was found by comparing their thermal stability (Fig. 6 B and C). Notably, 

chelicerase B-murasame retained ~60% of its original amidase activity after the heat treatment at 60ºC, 

although the amidase activity of WT chelicerase B almost disappeared by the heat treatment at 60ºC 

(Fig. 6 B). These findings indicate that the absence of the HLDS lowers the structural stability of both 

proB and chelicerase B. 

Serpins-1, -2, and -3 are secreted from hemocytes through LPS-induced exocytosis, accompanied 

by secretion of the coagulation factors proC, proB, proCE, and proG (2). Generally, each mammalian 

serpin functions as a scavenger for a target serine protease that has fulfilled its duty, and the resulting 

serpin-enzyme complex (SEC) is rapidly cleared from the reaction site through a cell-surface receptor, 

the SEC receptor, that recognizes a neodomain composed of five hydrophobic amino acid residues 

exposed on the serpin molecule of the SEC (28, 37). The hydrophobic consensus sequence is conserved 

in the COOH-terminal region of mammalian serpins, and horseshoe crab serpins-1, -2, and -3 also 

contain a homologous consensus sequence in the corresponding region, indicating the presence of a 

similar SEC-dependent clearance system in the hemolymph coagulation system in horseshoe crabs (19-
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21). 

Serpins-1, -2 and -3 purified form hemocytes specifically inhibit α-chelicerase C (the second-order 

rate constant ki = 2.5 × 106 M-1 s-1), CE (4.3 × 105 M-1 s-1), and chelicerase G (3.9 × 105 M-1 s-1), respectively 

(19-21). The amino acid residue of the reactive site of serpins, corresponding to theP1 site of substrates, 

generally reflects the substrate specificity of target serine proteases. The cleavage site of serpin-2 is 

Lys350 (Fig. 7A) and the selectivity of serpin-2 against target proteases seems to be in good agreement 

with the previous kinetic study, because serpin-2 strongly inhibits plasmin with Lys specificity at the P1 

site (1.2 × 106 M-1s-1). On the other hand, serpin-2 inhibits CE (described above), human α-thrombin (2.1 × 

105 M-1s-1), and rat salivary kallikrein (1.4 × 105 M-1s-1) with Arg specificity at the P1 site (20). In this 

study, chelicerase B-murasame but not WT chelicerase B was inhibited by WT serpin-2 with ki = 6.0 × 

103 M-1s-1. Moreover, chelicerase B-murasame did not cleaved Boc-Val-Leu-Lys-MCA. These findings 

suggest that serpin-2 has broad selectivity against trypsin-family members with Arg or Lys specificity at 

the P1 site and that the regeneration of HLDS in chelicerase B does not change its substrate specificity 

at the P1 site from Arg to Lys.  

Interestingly, none of the three WT serpins-1. -2, and -3 exhibited any reactivity to WT chelicerase 

B (Fig. 7B). These findings suggest that WT chelicerase B escapes from the clearance system through 

the SEC receptor after performing its duty for the hemolymph coagulation cascade at injured sites, and 

that the remaining activity of WT chelicerase B on the surface of LPS may play important roles to trigger 

as-yet-unsolved phenomena in horseshoe crabs, such as clot-clearance, wound healing and restoration 

of cuticles (Fig. 9).  

A reagent prepared from hemocyte lysates of horseshoe crabs is used in the Limulus test, a 

sensitivity test for monitoring LPS contamination in parenteral drugs and biologics. We recently 

developed an LPS-detection reagent using the recombinants WT proC, WT proB and WT proCE to 

emerge from our dependence on the limited natural resource of horseshoe crab hemocytes (16). Here 

we showed that cascade-murasame-111 exhibited ~5-fold higher CE production than WT cascade-111 
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(Fig. 8A and B). In addition, the linearity of the LPS dose-dependency in cascade-murasame-111 could 

be expanded by increasing the molar ratio of WT proC to the other zymogens, such as cascade-

murasame-511 (Fig. 8C), although more detailed experiments are required to obtain optimal conditions 

for practical use. We propose that proB-murasame might be used as a next-generation reagent for LPS 

detection, when used together with the high value-adding protease zymogen. 
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Figure legends 

 

Fig. 1. The location of the three disulfide bridges around the active site in trypsin, the sequence 

alignment of the HLDS of serine proteases, and the schematic domain structures of proB and 

proCE. (A) The location of the three disulfide bridges, HLDS, MLDS, and SLDS, is indicated by arrows 

and dashed circles in the three-dimensional structure of bovine trypsinogen (PDB:1TGB), drawn by 

PyMOL (Schrödinger) (B) The sequence alignment of the HLDS of the horseshoe crab coagulation 

factors Tt-proB (11), Lp-proB (accession No. XP_013784210), Tt-proC (8), Tt-proCE (10), and Tt-proG 

β-subunit (9) and the other serine proteases Hs-C1r (30, 31), Hs-C1s (32), Hs-MASP1 (33), Hs-MASP2 

(33), Bt-trypsinogen (6), and Bt-chymotrypsinogen (6). Tt, Tachypleus tridentatus; Lp, Limulus 

polyphemus; Hs, Homo sapiens; Bt, Bos taurus. The cysteine residues evolutionarily replaced by other 

amino acids are shown in bold letters (C) The schematic domain structures of Tt-proB (11) and Tt-proCE 

(10). The three conserved disulfide bridges and the inter-chain disulfide linkages are indicated by 

brackets. The missing HLDS in Tt-proB is shown in gray bars. 

 

Fig. 2. The proper order of the two-step cleavage reactions is essential for the proteolytic activation 

of proB by α-chelicerase C. (A) WT proB or the R103A-proB mutant (50 nM) was incubated with WT 

α-chelicerase C (1 nM) in the presence of 20 nM LPS at 37ºC, and aliquots at the incubated times were 

subjected to Western blotting using the anti-B chains antibody. S, the single chain of WT proB or the 

R103A-proB mutant; H, the heavy chain of WT proB; B, the B chain derived from WT chelicerase B or 

the activated R103A-proB mutant. (B) The densities of the S, H and B chains derived from WT proB 

(open circles) or the R103A-proB mutant (closed circles) were analyzed with ImageJ software, and the 

relative band intensities of B/(S+H+B) are shown on the vertical axis. Data are the means ± SEM of 

three independent experiments. *P < 0.05, **P < 0.01, ***P < 0.001. 
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Fig. 3. Disappearance of the reactivity of PEG-PCMal to proB-murasame. WT proB or proB-

murasame (5.0 μM) was incubated with PEG-PCMal (500 µM) for 30 min at 37ºC, and aliquots were 

subjected to Western blotting using anti-B chain antibody. Data are representative of three independent 

experiments. S, the single chain of WT proB or proB-murasame; H, the heavy chain of WT proB or 

proB-murasame; S*, the single chain of WT proB modified with PEG-PCMal; H*, the heavy chain of 

WT proB modified with PEG-PCMal. 

 

Fig. 4. The regenerated HLDS in proB-murasame does not affect the activation rate by WT α-

chelicerase C and increases the amidase activity against Boc-Leu-Thr-Arg-MCA. (A) WT proB or 

proB-murasame (50 nM) was incubated with WT α-chelicerase C (5 nM) in the presence of LPS (4 nM) 

at 37ºC, and aliquots at the incubated times were subjected to Western blotting using anti-B chain 

antibody. Data are representative of three independent experiments. (B) The densities of the single chain 

of WT proB or proB-murasame (S) and the H (H) and B (B) chains of WT proB (open circles) or proB-

murasame (closed circles) were analyzed with ImageJ software, and the relative band intensities of 

B/(S+H+B) are shown on the vertical axis. C, WT proB (open circles) or proB-murasame (closed 

circles) (150 nM) was incubated with WT α-chelicerase C (1.5 nM) in the presence of LPS (60 nM), 

and the amidase activities of the resulting WT chelicerase B and chelicerase B-murasame at the indicated 

times were assayed using Boc-Leu-Thr-Arg-MCA. Units of amidase activity were defined as 

micromoles of digested synthetic substrate per min, and specific activity was expressed as units per 

nanomole of WT proB or proB-murasame. Data are the means ± SEM of three independent experiments. 

*P < 0.05, **P < 0.01. 

 

Fig. 5. Chelicerase B-murasame possesses higher proteolytic activity for the conversion of proCE 

into CE than does WT chelicerase B. (A) WT proCE (50 nM) was incubated with WT chelicerase B 

or chelicerase B-murasame (0.5 nM), and aliquots at the indicated times were subjected to Western 
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blotting using the anti-H chain (CE) antibody. (B) The densities of the single (S) and H (H) chains 

derived from WT proCE activated by WT chelicerase B (open circles) or chelicerase B-murasame 

(closed circles) were analyzed with ImageJ software, and the relative band intensities of H/(S+H) are 

shown on the vertical axis. Data are the means ± SEM of three independent experiments. *P < 0.05, 

**P < 0.01, ***P < 0.001. 

 

Fig. 6. Thermal stability of WT chelicerase B, chelicerase B-murasame, and their zymogens. (A) 

WT chelicerase B (open circles) or chelicerase B-murasame (closed circles) (100 nM) was incubated at 

37°C and aliquots were removed at appropriate times (5 to 60 min) and the residual amidase activity 

was assayed using Boc-Leu-Thr-Arg-MCA. (B) WT chelicerase B (open circles) or chelicerase B-

murasame (closed circles) (100 nM) was heat-treated at the indicated temperatures for 10 min. After 

cooling on ice, the residual amidase activity was assayed using Boc-Leu-Thr-Arg-MCA. (C) WT proB 

(open circles) or proB-murasame (closed circles) (100 nM) was heat-treated at the indicated 

temperatures for 10 min. After cooling on ice, the heat-treated zymogens were activated by chelicerase 

C in the presence of LPS and the residual amidase activities were assayed as described in the 

Experimental procedures. The amidase activities derived from the zymogens incubated at 37°C were 

defined as 100% activity. Data are the means ± SEM of three independent experiments. *P < 0.05, **P 

< 0.01. 

 

Fig. 7. The residual amidase activities of WT chelicerase B and chelicerase B-murasame after the 

reaction with WT serpins-1, -2, and -3. (A) Three-dimensional structure of human antitrypsin 

(PDB:1QLP), drawn by PyMOL and putative positions of cleavage sites of horseshoe crab serpins-1, -

2, and -3 are shown. The RCL of human antitrypsin is indicated by a dashed ellipse and the estimated 

position of the reactive site for serpins-1, -2, or -3 is indicated by an arrow. (B) Each serpin (400 nM) 

was incubated with WT chelicerase B or chelicerase B-murasame (80 nM) for 30 min at 37°C, and the 
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residual amidase activities were assayed using Boc-Leu-Thr-Arg-MCA. Data are the means ± SEM of 

three independent experiments. **P < 0.01. 

 

Fig. 8. Effect of proB-murasame on the coagulation cascade reconstituted by recombinant 

zymogens. (A) A mixture of 10 nM each of WT proC, WT proB, and WT proCE (WT casdade-111, 

dashed line) or a mixture of 10 nM each of WT proC, proB-murasame, and WT proCE (cascade-

murasame-111, solid line) was incubated at 37ºC in a cuvette. The proteolytic cascades were triggered 

by adding 100 nM LPS, and the concentration of 7-amino-4-methylcoumarin (AMC) released from Boc-

Leu-Gly-Arg-MCA by the resulting CE was monitored. Data are representative of three independent 

experiments. (B) The mixture of WT cascade-111 (open circles) or cascade-murasame-111 (closed 

circles) was incubated at 37ºC in a cuvette. The proteolytic cascades were triggered by adding 1-10,000 

nM LPS and the concentration of the resulting WT CE per min was estimated from the concentration of 

AMC at 2-min after adding LPS. Data are the means ± SEM of three independent experiments. (C) The 

mixture of cascade-murasame-111 (open circles) or cascade-murasame-511 (50 nM WT proC, 10 nM 

proB-murasame and 10 nM WT proCE, closed circles) was incubated at 37ºC in a cuvette. The 

proteolytic cascades were triggered by adding 1-10,000 nM LPS, and the concentration of the resulting 

WT CE per min was estimated from the concentration of AMC at 2-min after adding LPS. Data are 

representative of three independent experiments. *P < 0.05, **P < 0.01. 

 

Fig. 9. An activation and regulation model for the LPS-triggered hemolymph coagulation in 

horseshoe crabs. ProC is autocatalytically activated to α-chelicerase C (shown as the capital letter C) 

through an active transition state of proC responding to LPS, and the resulting α-chelicerase C activates 

proB to chelicerase B (capital letter B) on the surface of LPS, which activates proCE to CE (capital 

letter CE). After performing their duties for the cascade, the activated proteases α-chelicerase C and CE, 

but not chelicerase B, are cleared by reacting with the corresponding scavengers, serpins-1 and -2, 
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respectively, through the SEC receptor system. The remaining activity of chelicerase B on LPS may 

trigger as-yet-unsolved phenomena, such as clot-clearance, wound healing and restoration of cuticles. 

The reactive sites of serpins-1 and -2 are indicated by gray circles and gray triangles, respectively, on 

their RCLs in gray.  

 

A legend to supplemental figure 

Fig. S1. SDS-PAGE analysis of the recombinant proteins used for this study. The recombinant 

proteins including WT proC, WT proB, proB-murasame, the R103A-proB mutant, WT proCE, WT 

serpin-1, WT serpin-2, and WT serpin-3 were subjected to SDS-PAGE and stained with Coomassie 

Brilliant Blue R-250. The letters, S, H, and L, indicate the single chain, the heavy chain, and the light 

chain of each recombinant protein, respectively. The 18-kDa band of the L chain for the two chain form 

of WT proB or proB-murasame was not detectable on SDS-PAGE under the conditions used. 
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Tables 

 

Table Ⅰ. The kcat/Km values of chelicerase B-murasame and WT chelicerase B for Boc-Leu-Thr-

Arg-MCAa. 

Proteases kcat/Km (M-1 s-1) 

Chelicerase B-murasame 70,000 ± 2,000 

WT chelicerase B 5,400 ± 180 

aData are means ± SEM from three independent experiments. 
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Table Ⅱ. The kinetic parameters of chelicerase B-murasame and WT chelicerase B for WT proCEa. 

Proteases Km (nM) kcat (s-1) kcat/Km (M-1 s-1) 

Chelicerase B-murasame 190 ± 13 0.33 ± 0.08 1,700,000 ± 400,000 

WT chelicerase Bb 190 ± 45 0.04 ± 0.005 200,000 ± 30,000 

aData are means ± SEM from three independent experiments. 

bThese parameters are cited from the ref.17. 
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Part 3 

Effects of Ca2+ ions on the horseshoe crab coagulation cascade 

triggered by lipopolysaccharide 
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Abbreviations 

 

AMC, 7-amino-4-methylcoumarin 

Boc, t-butoxycarbonyl; 

CBB, Coomassie Brilliant Blue 

CE, clotting enzyme 

EDTA, ethylenediaminetetraacetic acid 

GnTI, N-acetylglucosaminyltransferase I 

HEPES, 4-(2-hydroxyethyl)-1-piperazineethanesulfonic acid 

HSA, human serum albumin 

ITC, isothermal titration calorimetry 

LPS, lipopolysaccharide 

MCA, 4-methylcoumaryl-7-amide 

proB, prochelicerase B 

proC, prochelicerase C 

proCE, proclotting enzyme 

proG, prochelicerase G 

SDS-PAGE, sodium dodecyl sulphate-polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis 

SEM, standard error of the mean 

WT, wild-type. 
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Abstract 

 

The lipopolysaccharide (LPS)-triggered horseshoe crab coagulation cascade is composed of three 

protease zymogens, prochelicerase C (proC), prochelicerase B (proB), and the proclotting enzyme 

(proCE). In this study, we found that Ca2+ ions increase the production of the clotting enzyme as a result 

of a cascade reaction reconstituted by recombinant proteins of wild-type (WT) proC, WT proB, and WT 

proCE. We divided the cascade into three stages: autocatalytic activation of WT proC on the surface of 

LPS into WT α-chelicerase C (Stage 1); activation of WT proB on the surface of LPS into WT 

chelicerase B by WT α-chelicerase C (Stage 2); and activation of WT proCE into WT CE by chelicerase 

B (Stage 3). Ca2+ ions enhanced the proteolytic activation in Stage 2, but not those in Stages 1 and 3. 

Moreover, we performed isothermal titration calorimetry to clarify the interaction of LPS or the 

recombinant zymogens with Ca2+ ions. LPS interacted with Ca2+ ions at an association constant of Ka = 

4.7 × 104 M-1, but not with any of the recombinant zymogens. We concluded that LPS bound with Ca2+ 

ions facilitates the chain reaction of the cascade as a more efficient scaffold than LPS itself. 

 

Key words: horseshoe crab hemolymph coagulation; lipopolysaccharide; recombinant protein; serine 

protease; calcium ions 
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Introduction 

 

The horseshoe crab hemolymph coagulation cascade consists of four serine protease zymogens— 

prochelicerase C (proC), prochelicerase B (proB), prochelicerase G (proG), and the proclotting enzyme 

(proCE) —and the clottable protein coagulogen (Fig. 1A) (1,2). The two branched initial activation steps 

in the cascade consist of autocatalytic activation of proC upon its binding to lipopolysaccharide (LPS) 

derived from Gram-negative negative bacteria, and autocatalytic activation of proG upon its binding to 

β-1, 3-D-glucan derived from fungi or algae. ProC interacts with LPS with a dissociation constant of Kd 

= 7.56 × 10-10 M via an N-terminal LPS-binding site composed of Arg36-Trp37-Arg38 to form an oligomer 

on LPS (Fig. 1B) (3, 4) and is autocatalytically activated into α-chelicerase C through an active transition 

state of proC (5). α-Chelicerase C activates proB into chelicerase B on the surface of LPS. Notably, there 

are two cleavage sites in proB, the Arg104-Ser105 (site 1) and Ile124-Ile125 bonds (site 2) (Fig. 1B), and 

depending on the lot in which proB is prepared, the two-chain-form zymogen (the H and L chains) of 

proB cleaved at the site 1 may be present in the preparation (6). We found recently that the proteolytic 

conversion of proB to chelicerase B through the two cleavage reactions requires the proper order—

namely, the cleavage reaction at site 1 must precede that at site 2 (7). The resulting chelicerase B 

activates proCE into the clotting enzyme (CE) that converts coagulogen to coagulin, leading to the 

formation of insoluble coagulin gel by its head-to-tail polymerization (8). On the other hand, proG on 

β-1, 3-D-glucan is autocatalytically activated into chelicerase G, which directly converts proCE to CE 

without the aid of proB (9-11).  

In vitro, proC is artificially converted to another active form, β-chelicerase C, via limited cleavage 

at the Phe737-Ile738 bond by chymotrypsin (Fig. 1B) (12). β-Chelicerase C retains ~70% of the amidase 

activity of α-chelicerase C against a specific peptide substrate, whereas β-chelicerase C exhibits neither 

the LPS-binding activity nor the converting activity for proB because of the destruction of the LPS-

binding site of proC by chymotryptic cleavage at the Tyr40-Cys41 bond (11). ProB also interacts with 
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LPS with Kd = 3.49 × 10-9 M via an N-terminal domain named the clip domain (Fig. 1B), and several 

basic amino acid residues in the clip domain, including Lys21, Lys25, and Lys38, play an important role 

in the LPS interaction (11, 13). In addition, a hydrophobic cavity located in the clip domain of proB has 

an important role for the efficiency of proteolytic activation by α-chelicerase C (13). ProCE also contains 

an N-terminal clip domain (Fig. 1B), whereas proCE has no LPS binding activity and its hydrophobic 

cavity proCE in the clip domain plays an essential role for its efficient activation by chelicerase B (13). 

Interestingly, proB evolutionarily lost the His-loop disulfide, which is one of the three conserved 

disulfide bonds located around the active site in trypsinogen/chymotrypsinogen-family members. We 

previously prepared a mutant named proB-murasame, equipped with a regenerated His-loop disulfide, 

which exhibits an order of magnitude higher kcat/Km value for specific peptide substrates than WT 

chelicerase B (7). 

These horseshoe crab coagulation zymogens are stored in granules of granular hemocytes in 

hemolymph, accounting for 99% of all hemocytes (14), and are secreted via a protease-activated receptor 

and G protein-mediated signaling pathway in response to the stimulation of LPS (3). We previously 

reported an endogenous feed-back amplification mechanism for LPS-triggered exocytosis from granular 

hemocytes; an antimicrobial peptide, tachyplesin, one of the major components secreted from granular 

hemocytes, induces hemocyte exocytosis via a G protein-mediated signaling pathway and thereby 

amplifies LPS-triggered exocytosis, leading to efficient hemolymph coagulation (15).  

In mammals, Ca2+ ions present at about 2 mM in plasma dramatically enhance the coagulation 

cascade by localizing serine protease zymogens of vitamin K-dependent coagulation factors on the 

surface of acidic phospholipids derived from activated platelets as a scaffold for the reaction; each of 

the vitamin K-dependent coagulation factors contains γ-carboxyglutamic acids at the N-terminal domain, 

which functions as a calcium-binding domain for the interaction with the scaffold (16). On other hand, 

horseshoe crab coagulation factors contain no γ-carboxyglutamic (1, 2), and the effects on Ca2+ ions on 

the horseshoe carb coagulation cascade triggered by LPS, an acidic scaffold, remain unknown. 
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Hemolymph in horseshoe crabs contains 10 mM Ca2+, a higher Ca2+ concentration than found in human 

plasma (17). These findings suggested the existence of a mechanism by which Ca2+ ions amplify an 

LPS-triggered horseshoe crab coagulation cascade using three recombinant zymogens, i.e., wild-type 

(WT)-proC, WT-proB, and WT proCE.  

In this study, we divided the LPS-triggered coagulation cascade into three stages and examined the 

effects of Ca2+ ions on each proteolytic activation: autocatalytic activation of WT proC on the surface 

of LPS into WT α-chelicerase C (Stage1); activation of WT proB on the surface of LPS into WT 

chelicerase B by WT α-chelicerase C (Stage 2); and activation of WT proCE into WT CE by chelicerase 

B independent of the presence or absence of LPS (Stage 3) (Fig. 1A). We also performed isothermal 

titration calorimetry (ITC) to clarify the interaction of Ca2+ ions with LPS or the recombinant zymogens 

from a thermodynamics point of view. 
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Experimental procedures 

 

Materials 

HEK293S GnTI− cells were obtained from ATCC. LPS from Salmonella minnesota Re 595 (List 

Biological Laboratories, Campbell, CA), calcium chloride dihydrate (Nacalai Tesque, Kyoto, Japan), 

human serum albumin (HSA) (Fujifilm Wako Chemicals, Osaka, Japan), and trypsinogen from bovine 

pancreas (Sigma-Aldrich, St. Louis, MO) were purchased as the best commercially available products. 

An average relative molecular mass (Mr) of 2,500 for LPS was used for the determination of molecular 

concentrations. The protein concentration of trypsinogen (Mr= 24,000) was determined by using a Qubit 

4 Fluorometer (Thermo Fisher Scientific, Boston, MA).  

 

Cloning, mutagenesis, and expression of WT proC, WT proB, proB-murasame, and WT proCE  

WT proC, WT proB, and WT proCE were subcloned into vector pCA7 and expressed in HEK293S 

GnTI− cells, as described previously (11, 13, 18). ProB-murasame (A170C-proB) was constructed by 

inverse PCR and expressed in HEK293S GnTI− cells, as described previously (7). These recombinant 

proteins were prepared as described previously (13, 18), and their concentrations were determined by 

using a Micro BCATM protein assay kit (Thermo Fisher Scientific) or a Qubit 4 Fluorometer. The purified 

recombinants were analyzed by sodium dodecyl sulphate-polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis (SDS-

PAGE) and Coomassie Brilliant Blue (CBB) staining (Supplemental Fig. S1).  

 

Preparation of fully activated forms of the coagulation factors 

Fully activated forms including WT α-chelicerase C (18), WT chelicerase B (11), chelicerase B-

murasame (7), and WT CE (13) were prepared as previously reported. The resulting coagulation 

proteases were diluted with 20 mM Tris-HCl, pH 8.0, containing 150 mM NaCl and 0.1 mg/ml HSA. 

Their amidase activities were assayed at 37ºC using specific peptide substrates (Peptide Institute, Osaka, 
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Japan), i.e., t-butoxycarbonyl (Boc)-Val-Pro-Arg-4-methylcoumaryl-7-amide (MCA) for WT α-

chelicerase C, Boc-Leu-Thr-Arg-MCA for WT chelicerase B or chelicerase B-murasame, and Boc-Leu-

Gly-Arg-MCA for WT CE by monitoring fluorometrically using a 650-10S fluorescence 

spectrophotometer with excitation at 380 nm and emission at 440 nm (19). The end point assay of the 

amidase activity of each activated protease was determined by incubating with each specific peptide 

substrate for the indicated times at 37°C, and 10% acetic acid was added to terminate the reaction at the 

final concentration of 0.3%. The concentrations of generated CE were calculated from the specific 

amidase activity against Boc-Leu-Gly-Arg-MCA, as described previously (7, 13). 

 

SDS-PAGE and western blotting 

Samples were subjected to SDS-PAGE in 12% slab gels, and the gels were stained with CBB R-250. 

For western blotting, gels were transferred to a polyvinylidene difluoride membrane. After blocking 

with 5% non-fat dry milk for 30 min, the membrane was incubated with rabbit polyclonal antibody to 

the B-chain of chelicerase C (5), the B-chain of chelicerase B (11), or the H-chain of CE (20), and then 

horseradish peroxidase conjugated secondary antibody (Bio Rad Laboratories, Hercules, CA) was 

applied. The membranes were then developed with western Bright Sirius or ECL (Advansta, Menlo Park, 

CA). Images were obtained by an Omega Lum G imaging system (Aplegen Life Sciences, San Francisco, 

CA). 

 

ITC analysis of the interaction of Ca2+ ions with the recombinant zymogens and trypsinogen 

ITC experiments were performed at 25°C (298 K) using an auto-iTC 200 (Malvern Panalytical 

Worcestershire, UK). Each recombinant zymogen or trypsinogen was treated with 100 mM EDTA and 

dialyzed extensively against 20 mM HEPES-NaOH, pH 8.0, containing 150 mM NaCl. Calcium 

chloride dihydrate was dissolved in the buffer remaining in the beaker after completion of dialysis. For 

ITC for the interaction of Ca2+ ions with LPS, LPS or calcium chloride dihydrate was dissolved 20 mM 
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HEPES-NaOH, pH 8.0, containing 150 mM NaCl. A 0.4 microliter aliquot followed by multiple 2 μl 

aliquots of the solution containing Ca2+ ions were injected successively into 200 μl of the protein or LPS 

solution every 3 min for a total of 20 cycles. The heat generated by the mixing itself was measured by 

injecting the Ca2+ solution into the dialysis buffer, and integrated heat effects were analyzed by fitting a 

single-site binding model using Origin 7 (OriginLab, Northampton, MA). The fitted data yielded the 

association constant (Ka), the number of binding sites on the protein (n), the enthalpy of binding (ΔH), 

and the entropy of binding (ΔS). 

 

Statistical analysis 

Statistical analysis was performed by paired t-tests, and P-values < 0.05 were considered to be 

statistically significant. 
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Results 

 

Effects of Ca2+ ions on the LPS-triggered cascade reaction reconstituted with the three recombinant 

zymogens in the presence of LPS 

We first investigated the effect of Ca2+ ions on the cascade reaction involving the three recombinant 

zymogens—WT proC, WT proB, and WT proCE—in the presence of LPS (Fig. 2). The production of 

WT CE in the cascade trigged by LPS was clearly higher in the presence of 5 mM Ca2+ (Fig. 2A, solid 

line) than in the absence of Ca2+ ions (Fig. 2A, dotted line). The possible incorporation of Ca2+ ions into 

the recombinant zymogens during their preparations was investigated by adding 1 mM EDTA to the 

reaction mixture, and the reaction progress curve with the addition of EDTA was consistent with that 

without Ca2+ ions (Fig. 2A, dashed line), indicating that no Ca2+ ions were incorporated into the 

recombinant zymogens during their purification processes. The concentration of WT CE produced 3 

min after the addition of LPS was estimated from the specific amidase activity of WT CE (Fig. 2B), 

indicating that the concentration of WT CE produced in the presence of 5 mM Ca2+ increased 2-fold 

compared to that in the absence of Ca2+ ions. 

 

Effect of Ca2+ ions on Stage 1, the autocatalytic activation of WT proC on the surface of LPS 

We first investigated the effects of Ca2+ ions on Stage 1, the autocatalytic activation of WT proC on LPS. 

After 30-min autocatalytic activation of WT proC by LPS at concentrations ranging from 1.0 nM~100 

μM in the presence or the absence of Ca2+ ions, the amidase activity of WT α-chelicerase C produced 

was measured using the specific peptide substrate (Fig. 3A). WT proC was autocatalytically activated 

in the absence of Ca2+ ions (Fig. 2A, open circles), showing a bell-shaped activation pattern with the 

highest activity at 1.0 μM LPS at the molar ratio of [LPS] : [WT proC] = 40 : 1 under the conditions 

employed. On the other hand, WT proC was autocatalytically activated in the presence of 5 mM Ca2+. 

Unexpectedly, the amidase activity of WT α-chelicerase C produced was reduced to about 1/2 by the 
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addition of 5 mM Ca2+, compared with that produced in the absence of Ca2+ ions, although the 

dependence of the amidase activity on LPS concentration increased in the presence of LPS 

concentrations up to 10 μM.  

Moreover, to examine the effect of Ca2+ ions on the autocatalytic conversion of WT proC on the 

surface of LPS to WT α-chelicerase C, 50 nM of WT proC was incubated with 2 μM of LPS in the 

presence or absence of Ca2+ ions. The time course of proteolytic conversion of WT proC to WT α-

chelicerase C was then evaluated by the appearance of the B chain of WT α-chelicerase C on western 

blotting (Fig. 3B), and the relative densities of the B chain and the L chain were analyzed (Fig. 3C). The 

B chain appeared more slowly in the presence of 5 mM Ca2+ (Fig. 3B, right panel and Fig. 3C, closed 

circles) than in the absence of Ca2+ ions (Fig. 3B, left panel and Fig. 3C, open circles). 

In addition, after the autocatalytic activation of WT ProC under the same conditions as shown in 

Fig. 3B, the amidase activities of WT α-chelicerase C at the indicated time points were assayed using 

its specific peptide substrate. We found that the amidase activity of WT α-chelicerase C produced in the 

presence of 5 mM Ca2+ was significantly reduced, compared to that of WT α-chelicerase C produced in 

the absence of Ca2+ (Fig. 3D). These results indicate that Ca2+ ions do not enhance the proteolytic 

conversion at Stage 1, the autocatalytic activation of WT proC on the surface of LPS into WT α-

chelicerase C. 

 

Effect of Ca2+ ions on Stage 2, the activation of WT proB on the surface of LPS by WT α-chelicerase 

C 

We next investigated effects of Ca2+ ions on the activation of WT proB on the surface of LPS by α-

chelicerase C. It was not possible to conduct quantitative measurement of the time course of the amidase 

activity of WT chelicerase B using its specific peptide substrate, because the kcat/Km value of WT 

chelicerase B against the specific peptide substrate (kcat/Km = 5,300 M-1s-1) is orders of magnitude lower 

than those of WT α-chelicerase C (kcat/Km = 370,000 M-1s-1) and WT CE (kcat/Km = 3,600,000 M-1s-1) 
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(13). Therefore, the time course of proteolytic conversion of WT proB to WT chelicerase B by WT α-

chelicerase C was evaluated by the appearance of the B chain of WT chelicerase B on western blotting 

(Fig. 4A), and the relative density of the B chain was analyzed (Fig. 4B). The appearance of the B chain 

of WT chelicerase B occurred significantly more quickly in the presence of 5 mM Ca2+ (Fig. 4A, right 

panel and Fig. 4B, closed circles) than that of the B chain in the absence of Ca2+ ions (Fig. 4A, left panel 

and Fig. 4B, open circles). These results suggest that Ca2+ ions dramatically enhance the conversion of 

WT proB on the surface of LPS to WT chelicerase B by WT α-chelicerase C. 

 

Effect of Ca2+ ions on Stage 3, the activation of WT proCE by WT chelicerase B 

Next, we investigated the effects of Ca2+ ions on the activation of proCE into CE by WT chelicerase B. 

The conversion of WT proCE to CE by WT chelicerase B in the presence or absence of Ca2+ was 

measured using its specific peptide substrate. The results showed that the time course of the amidase 

activity of the produced WT CE was not affected by the presence or absence of Ca2+ ions (Fig. 5A), and 

no change was observed in the molar concentration of WT CE after 2 min of incubation in the presence 

or absence of Ca2+ ions, clearly indicating that the proteolytic activation at Stage 3, the activation of WT 

proCE into CE by WT chelicerase B, was not affected by the presence or absence of Ca2+ ions. 

 

Effect of Ca2+ ions on the amidase activity of WT α-chelicerase C, WT CE, and chelicerase B-

murasame  

Here, we examined the effects of Ca2+ ions on the amidase activity of chelicerase B-murasame instead 

of WT chelicerase B, because chelicerase B-murasame exhibits an order of magnitude higher kcat/Km 

value for specific peptide substrates compared to WT chelicerase B (7). As a result, addition of 5 mM 

Ca2+ had no effects on any of the amidase activities of WT α-chelicerase C, WT CE, or chelicerase B-

murasame against their specific peptide substrate (Fig. 6). 
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ITC for the interaction of the recombinant zymogens or LPS with Ca2+ ions 

We performed ITC to clarify the interaction of the coagulation zymogens, i.e., WT proC, WT proCE, 

and proB-murasame, with Ca2+ ions. Here, proB-murasame was used instead of WT proB because the 

expression of WT proB was much lower than that of proB-murasame, and not sufficient for the ITC 

measurement. First, as a positive control, we conducted an ITC analysis of the interaction between 

trypsinogen and Ca2+ ions. The ITC data for the interaction fit a single-site binding model with several 

parameters (Ka = 7.7 × 106 M-1, n = 0.44, ΔH = − 6.60 kcal/mol, − TΔS= − 2.59 kcal/mol, and ΔG = − 

9.19) (Supplemental Fig. S2). In contrast, no obvious interaction was detected between each of the three 

recombinant zymogens and Ca2+ ions by ITC (Supplemental Fig. S2).  

Next, we conducted ITC to clarify the interaction between LPS at 100 μM and Ca2+ ions. 

However, the molar concentration of LPS was calculated as a monomer in solution, not as an aggregate. 

A clear interaction was observed between LPS and Ca2+ ions with parameters (Ka = 4.7 × 104 M-1, n = 

0.26, ΔH = − 3.50 kcal/mol, − TΔS= − 2.80 kcal/mol, and ΔG = − 6.30) (Fig. 7). Based on these 

parameters, the interaction between LPS and Ca2+ ions that contribute to the binding may consist of both 

enthalpy-driven interaction with high specificity and entropy-driven interactions with low specificity. 
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Discussion 

 

In this study, we found that Ca2+ ions enhanced the horseshoe crab coagulation cascade reconstituted by 

three recombinant zymogens, namely, WT proC, WT proB, and WT proCE, leading to the increased 

production of WT CE (Fig. 2). To investigate which step of the cascade reaction was affected by the 

addition of Ca2+ ions, the cascade was divided into the three stages for evaluation: autocatalytic 

activation of WT proC on LPS (Stage 1); activation of WT proB on LPS by WT α-chelicerase C (Stage 

2); and activation of WT proCE by chelicerase B (Stage 3). We found that Ca2+ ions enhanced Stage 2, 

i.e., the proteolytic conversion of proB on the surface of LPS to chelicerase B by WT α-chelicerase, but 

not the other two proteolytic activation Stages 1 (Fig. 3) and 3 (Fig. 5). In addition, we confirmed that 

Ca2+ ions had no effect on the amidase activities of the fully activated proteases—i.e., WT α-chelicerase 

C, WT chelicerase B and WT CE—against their peptide substrates in the absence of LPS (Fig. 6). 

To clarify the interaction of Ca2+ ions with the recombinant zymogens or LPS, ITC was performed. 

We found that LPS clearly interacted with Ca2+ ions at the association constant of Ka = 4.7 × 104 M−1 

(Fig. 7) (Supplemental Fig. S2). Considering the concentration of Ca2+ ions in the horseshoe crab 

hemolymph (10 mM) (17), an interaction between LPS and Ca2+ ions is quite possible under 

physiological conditions. It should be noted that the LPS concentration used for the ITC measurements 

(100 μM) was much greater than that used for the proteolytic activation in Stage 1 (2 μM) (Fig. 3B) or 

Stage 2 (160 nM) (Fig. 4A). Therefore, under conditions used here, which exceeded the critical 

aggregation concentration of LPS (4 μM for LPS from S. minnesota Re 595) (21), it might be difficult 

to obtain correct thermodynamic parameters for the interaction between LPS and Ca2+ ions, because 

LPS is presumed to form various types of aggregates in solution over the critical aggregation 

concentration. 

Crystal structural analysis showed that trypsinogen or trypsin has a Ca2+-binding site at the surface 

loop that is designated the 70–80 loop in chymotrypsinogen numbering, and this site is conserved among 
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trypsinogen/chymotrypsinogen-family members in mammals and invertebrates, and the acidic side 

chains of Glu70 and Glu80 are important for Ca2+ binding (Fig. 8A) (22, 23). Our ITC measurements 

showed a strong interaction between trypsinogen with Ca2+ ions with Ka = 7.7 × 106 M−1, but not between 

any of the recombinant zymogens and Ca2+ ions (Supplemental Fig. S2). Interestingly, the conserved 

Glu70 is replaced with Lys and Gly in proC and proB, respectively, although the important Glu70 is 

conserved in proCE (Fig. 8B). Figure 9 shows three-dimensional structures for the protease domains of 

proC, proB and proCE predicted by AlphaFold (24, 25). The 70–80 loop structure predicted for each of 

the coagulation zymogens occupies almost the same surface area as the 70–80 loop determined by the 

crystal structure of trypsinogen, but the structures around the 70–80 loop of the coagulation zymogens 

are significantly different from that of trypsin, especially for the protease domains of proC and proB. 

(Fig. 9).  

Interestingly, the efficiency of autocatalytic activation of proC on LPS was decreased by the 

addition of Ca2+ ions, suggesting that Ca2+ ions suppress the autocatalytic activation of WT proC on the 

surface of LPS into α-chelicerase C (Fig. 3). Lam et al. reported that the surface of LPS micelles is 

coated by divalent cations or other positively charged substances such as basic antimicrobial peptides 

(26). Therefore, Ca2+ ions might inhibit the interaction of proC with LPS via its N-terminal LPS-binding 

triplet, Arg36-Trp37-Arg38 (1, 4). However, the suppression of the autocatalytic activation of WT proC on 

LPS in the presence of Ca2+ ions at Stage 1 should be counteracted by the increased proteolytic activation 

of WT proB on LPS by WT α-chelicerase C in the presence of Ca2+ ions at Stage 2, because Ca2+ ions 

enhance the overall cascade reconstituted by the three recombinant zymogens (Fig. 2). 

Figure 10 shows three-dimensional structures for the LPS-binding Cys-rich domain of proC (left panel) 

and the LPS-binding clip domain of proB (right panel), predicted by AlphaFold (24, 25). The LPS-

binding triplet composed of Arg36-Trp37-Arg38 of proC plays an important role for LPS binding (1, 4). 

We proposed previously that the side chains of the Arg36 and Arg38 residues interact with glucosamine 

I-1-phospahte in the lipid A portion of LPS, and that the side chain of Trp37 interacts with a hydrophobic 
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region of the lipid A portion or may interact with the indole ring of the glucosamine I by stacking (4). 

The clip domain of proB plays a key role in LPS binding, and several basic amino acid residues in the 

clip domain, including Lys21, Lys25, and Lys38, have an important role for the LPS interaction (13). In 

addition, a hydrophobic cavity located in the clip domain also has an important role for the efficiency 

of proteolytic activation of proB on LPS by α-chelicerase C (13). Through the binding of Ca2+ ions to 

LPS, the interaction between proC and proB, both located on the surface of LPS, may become more 

favorable, which would enhance the efficiency of activation of proB by α-chelicerase C—that is, the 

cascade reaction may be accelerated by the stage 1 and stage 2 reactions occurring simultaneously in 

very close proximity to the LPS surface (Fig. 11). Based on the present findings, we concluded that LPS 

bound with Ca2+ ions facilitates the chain reaction of the cascade as a more efficient scaffold than LPS 

itself. 
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Figure legends 

 

Fig. 1. The proteolytic coagulation cascade of horseshoe crab hemolymph. (A) The coagulation 

cascade was independently triggered by LPS and β-1,3-D-glucan. The LPS-triggered proteolytic cascade 

was divided into three proteolytic stages: Stage 1, autocatalytic activation of proC on LPS; Stage 2, 

activation of proB by α-chelicerase C on the surface of LPS; Stage 3, activation of proCE by chelicerase 

B independent of the presence or absence of LPS. (B) The domain structures of proC (27), proB (10), 

and proCE (28), and their disulfide bridges are shown schematically. The N-linked sugar binding sites 

of each zymogen are shown by diamonds. The cleavage sites required for activation of each protein are 

indicated by closed triangles, and the prior cleavage site for activation in proB is indicated by an open 

triangle. 

 

Fig. 2. Effects of Ca2+ ions on the LPS-triggered proteolytic cascade reconstituted with the 

recombinant proteins WT proC, WT proB, and WT proCE in the presence or absence of Ca2+. (A) 

A reaction mixture containing 10 nM each of WT proC, WT proB, and WT proCE was incubated at 

37°C in the presence (5 mM Ca2+, solid line), absence of Ca2+ ions (dotted line) or in the presence of 1 

mM EDTA (dashed line). The proteolytic cascade was initiated by adding 1 μM LPS, and the resulting 

amidase activity of the generated CE was fluorometrically monitored using Boc-Leu-Gly-Arg-MCA. 

Data are representative of three independent experiments. (B) The concentration of AMC generated after 

3 min of incubation in the presence (5 mM Ca2+) or absence of Ca2+ ions, as shown in Fig. 2 (A), was 

converted into the concentration of CE using its specific activity as described in the "Experimental 

procedures". Data are the means ± standard error of the mean (SEM) of three independent experiments. 

**, P＜0.01. 
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Fig. 3. Effects of Ca2+ ions on Stage 1, the autocatalytic activation of WT proC on the surface of 

LPS. (A) 25 nM WT proC was incubated with various concentrations of LPS (1 nM–100 μM) for 30 

min at 37°C in the presence (5 mM Ca2+, closed circles) or absence of Ca2+ ions (open circles). The 

vertical axis indicates the relative amidase activities of α-chelicerase generated autocatalytically using 

Boc-Val-Pro-Arg-MCA. Data are the means ± SEM of three independent experiments. (B) 50 nM WT 

proC was incubated with 2 μM LPS at 37°C in the presence (5 mM Ca2+, right panel) or absence of Ca2+ 

(left panel). Aliquots at the indicated reaction times were subjected to western blotting using the anti-B 

chain of α-chelicerase C antibody. Data are representative of three independent experiments. L, the light 

chain of WT proC; B, the B chain of WT α-chelicerase C. The L chain appears as two bands because the 

glycosylation of the L chain is partial (18). (C) The band intensities of L and B chains in the presence 

(5 mM Ca2+, closed circles) or absence of Ca2+ (open circles) as shown in Fig. 3B were analyzed using 

ImageJ software. The vertical axis shows the percentage of B chain appearance. Data are the means ± 

SEM of three independent experiments. (D) 50 nM WT proC was incubated with 1 μM LPS in the 

presence (5 mM Ca2+, closed circles) or absence (open circles) of Ca2+ ions at 37°C. The amidase 

activities of the resulting WT α-chelicerase C at the indicated times were analyzed using Boc-Val-Pro-

Arg-MCA. The vertical axis indicates the relative activities. Data are the means ± SEM of three 

independent experiments. 

 

Fig. 4. Effects of Ca2+ ions on Stage 2, the activation of WT proB on the surface of LPS by WT α-

chelicerase C. (A) 50 nM WT proB was incubated with 4 nM WT α-chelicerase C in the presence of 

160 nM LPS at 37°C in the presence (5 mM Ca2+, right panel) or absence (left panel) of Ca2+ ions. 

Aliquots at the indicated reaction times were subjected to western blotting using the anti-B chain of 

chelicerase B antibody. Data are representative of three independent experiments. S, the single chain of 

WT proB; H, the heavy chain of WT proB; B, the B chain of WT chelicerase B. (B) The band intensities 

of S, H, and B chains in the presence (5 mM Ca2+, closed circles) or absence (open circles) of Ca2+ ions 
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as shown in Fig. 3B were analyzed by ImageJ software. The vertical axis shows the appearance rate of 

B chain. Data are the means ± SEM of three independent experiments. *, P＜0.05; **, P＜0.01. 

 

Fig. 5. Effects of Ca2+ ions on Stage 3, the activation of WT proCE by WT chelicerase B. (A) 10 

nM WT proCE was incubated with 10 nM WT chelicerase B at 37°C in the presence (5 mM Ca2+, solid 

line) or absence (dotted line) of Ca2+ ions, and the amidase activity of CE generated was fluorometrically 

monitored using Boc-Leu-Gly-Arg-MCA. Data are representative of three independent experiments. (B) 

The concentration of AMC generated after 2 min of incubation in the presence or absence of Ca2+ ions 

shown in Fig. 5 (A) was converted into the concentrations of CE using its specific activity. Data are the 

means ± SEM of three independent experiments. 

 

Fig. 6. Effects of Ca2+ ions on the amidase activity of WT α-chelicerase C, WT chelicerase B-

murasame, or WT CE against their specific peptide substrates. WT α-chelicerase C was incubated 

with Boc-Val-Pro-Arg-MCA, chelicerase B-murasame was incubated with Boc-Leu-Thr-Arg-MCA, 

and WT CE was incubated with Boc-Leu-Gly-Arg-MCA, in the presence (5 mM) or absence of Ca2+ 

ions for 5 min. Units represent the amount of synthetic substrate (μmol) digested per min. Data are the 

means ± SEM of three independent experiments.  

 

Fig. 7. ITC for the interaction of LPS with Ca2+ ions. ITC was performed by injecting 2 mM of Ca2+ 

ions into 100 μM of LPS at 3 min intervals. The upper panel shows a representative thermogram and 

the lower panel shows the integrated amounts of heat. 

 

Fig. 8. Structural comparison of the Ca2+-binding loop (the 70–80 loop) of trypsinogen with those 

of the horseshoe crab coagulation factors and other serine protease zymogens. (A) The crystal 

structure of bovine trypsinogen (22, 23). The catalytic triad composed of His57, Asp102, and Ser195 in 
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chymotrypsinogen numbering is indicated in orange, and the 70–80 loop is indicated in green. (B) The 

sequence alignment of the 70–80 loop of Tt-proC (27), Tt-proB (10), Tt-proCE (28), and the Tt-proG β-

subunit (29) and the other serine proteases zymogens—i.e., Hd-PPAF-Ⅱ (30), Dm-Grass (31), Hs-factor-

Ⅸ (23), Hs-factor Ⅶ (23), and Bt-trypsinogen (22). Tt, Tachypleus tridentatus; Hd, Holotrichia 

diomphalia; Dm, Drosophila melanogaster; Hs, Homo sapiens; Bt, Bos taurus. The E70 and E80 residues 

in chymotrypsinogen numbering are indicated by bold letters. 

 

Fig. 9. Predicted structures for the protease domains of WT proC, WT proB, and WT proCE. The 

protease domains of proC, proB, and proCE were predicted by AlphaFold (24, 25). The catalytic triad 

and the 70-80 loop of each zymogen are indicated in orange and green, respectively. 

 

Fig. 10. Predicted structure for the LPS-binding Cys-rich domain in proC and the LPS-binding 

clip domain in proB. The two LPS-binding domains, the LPS-binding Cys-rich domain in proC (left 

panel) and the LPS-binding clip domain in proB (right panel), were predicted by AlphaFold (24, 25). 

The side chains of possible amino acid residues that interact with LPS in the Cys-rich domain (4) or the 

clip domain (13) are indicated in blue. 

 

Fig. 11. The surface created by the interaction of LPS with Ca2+ ions provides an effective scaffold 

for the activation of proB by α-chelicerase C. In the absence of Ca2+ ions (upper panel), proC on LPS 

is autocatalytically converted to α-chelicerase C (capital letter C), and the resulting α-chelicerase C 

activates proB on LPS into chelicerase B (capital letter B). Then, chelicerase B activates proCE into CE. 

The proteolytic activation of Stages 1 and 2 occur independently on the surface of LPS. In the presence 

of Ca2+ ions (lower panel), the activation of proB by α-chelicerase C may be accelerated by the stage 1 

and stage 2 reactions occurring simultaneously in very close proximity to the LPS surface. 
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Supplemental figure legends 

Fig. S1. A typical pattern of SDS-PAGE for the recombinant proteins. The recombinant proteins 

WT proC, WT proB, proB-murasame, and WT proCE were subjected to SDS-PAGE and stained with 

CBB R-250. The letters, S, H, and L, indicate the single chain, the heavy chain, and the light chain of 

each recombinant protein, respectively. Depending on preparation lots of WT proB or ProB-murasame, 

the two-chain-form zymogen (the H and L chains) of proB cleaved at the site 1 may be present in the 

preparation 

 

Fig. S2. ITC analysis of the interaction of trypsinogen, WT proC, proB-murasame, or WT proCE 

with Ca2+ ions. ITC was performed by injecting 100 μM Ca2+ into 15 μM trypsinogen, 50 μM Ca2+ into 

5 μM WT proC, 100 μM Ca2+ into 8 μM proB-murasame, or 1 mM Ca2+ into 50 μM WT proCE at 3 min 

intervals. Each panel shows a representative thermogram (upper panel) and the integrated amounts of 

heat (lower panel). 
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